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by Keith Grigoletto
Van Zoeren Library has been selected
by the Office of Management Studies to
engage in a concentrated self-study
program, thanks to one of the $5,000
grants the Lily Endowment has given to
OMS. The purpose of the $5,000 grant is
,4
to investigate and evaluate our present
o p e r a t i o n , " said Harry Boonstra,
director of libraries. The grant will not
fund improvements. The money will
possibly be used to bring in expert consultants or perhaps to fund the travel
expenses of Hope's librarians to study the
methods of other institutions.
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Van Andel, Amway chairman,
presents challenges of the 80s
by Ed Tiesenga
On Monday, Oct, 21, Jay Van Andel,
chairman of the board of Amway Corporation, visited Hope. He delivered a
general lecture on "The Challenges of the
80s" to a large crowd at 10 a.m., and was
joined by a group of interested students,
faculty, and members of the Holland
business community for a luncheon
sponsored by the economics and business
departments and the business club.
Van Andel's message to the Hope
community was an unambiguous one. He
stressed that students should be aware of
current developments in our country and
our world, and be keyed in on certain
aspects of the government/business
relationship.
For instance, in an era where many
governments are encouraging their industries, he thought it strange that the
U.S. government regulations cost
American businesses $100 billion per
year. This has a depressing effect on
business — and ultimately on people,
since corporations and smaller outfits
must pass on these costs to consumers.
Van Andel struck deeper than the usual
litany,of "government this, business
that," however. He spoke of ac-

countability and ethics, in business as in
all other areas of life. Keying in on the 80s
theme, he said that our generation must
hold the older generation accountable for
its actions, and that in the process, we
should not forget that we will be held
accountable by our progeny.
On the subject of ethics, he made the
assertion that it is hard for non-Christians
to be successful in business. To be a true
success, he said, one has to continually
deal with ethical questions, and to do that
the right way, one must be a Christian.
Following along on that theme, Van
Andel challenged the oft-heard homily
that "what is good news for the poor is
bad news for the rich." He stridently
called this type of thinking the result of an
inability to comprehend economics.
Noting that Amway's success has helped
others to be successful, and that its activities support hordes of employees and
numerous smaller suppliers, he made a
shambles of the "set size of the pie"
mentality.
Van Andel raised more than Qne set ot
eyebrows when, in answer to a question
from an astute business major, he advocated the so-called "Tisch" tax
reduction proposal. In response to the
question of where new funds will come

from, he noted that the raising of taxes is
the Legislature's job, and that the
provision calling for a 60 percent approval vote of the electorate for new taxes
was consistent with the principles of
constitutional democracy.
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The library staff realizes that its own
wishes may not reflect those of the
students and faculty. They are seeking
feedback from the campus community
concerning potential i m p r o v e m e n t . . .
"Questionnaires will be coming out
around the beginning of second
s e m e s t e r , " said Boonstra. Library
spokespersons made it clear that they
"need a lot of cooperation from students
and faculty."
The self-study program is just beginning to get off the ground and Murray
emphasized the fact that "what they (the
questionnaires) tell us now will have a big
impact on the future."
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Election insert inside

The library staff expressed its own ^
views as to some problem a r e a s that the
self-study might cure. "We want more
space for books and places to study," said
librarian Joyce Nielson. Another difficulty seems to rest in having separate
branches of the main library, such a s the
libraries in the Peale Science Center and
the music building. "Branch libraries a r e
a pain in the neck," asserted librarian
Diane Murray. "Students want to see
many phases of work in one place."
Murray further commented
that
"students come to Van Zoeren Library
looking for a book and then find out that it
is over in Peale."
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A town skater does things the easy way at the Hope Run-Bike-Swim. (photo by Kathy

see pages 7-10
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Pianist Blackwood gives
concert and workshop

.
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The musk department will present
pianist Easley Blackwood in recital
Friday, Oct SI at 8 p.m. in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel.
Blackwood is currently professor of
music at the University of Chicago. He
received the Ph.D. degree from Yale
University and has been a member of the
U of C faculty since 1958.
He was highly praised in the most
recent edition of Baker's Biographical
Dictionary of Musicians, which noted that

<4

his musk is marked by impassioned
Romantic eclat and is set in a highly
evolved chromatic idiom. Blackwood is
an accomplished pianist, particularly
noted for his performances of modern
works of transcendental difficulty, such
as the Concord Sonata of Ives and the
second piano sonata of Boulez.''
Included in Blackwood's recital is the
Ive's Concord Sonata. He will also conduct a workshop Saturday, Nov. 1 at 10
a.m. in Wichers Auditorium Admission
is free to both events.

Sophomore girls practice for the 83 Song portion of the Nykerk Cup competition,
(photo by Lor a Rector)

The Nykerk experience continues
by Julia Antoinetta and Jill Bowman
"Ideals are like stars; you will not
succeed in touching them with your
hands, but like the seafaring man on the
desert of waters, you choose them as your
guides, and following them, you choose
your destiny." (author unknown)
Nykerk is a concept that is difficult to
understand and even more difficult to
explain. Only through putting forth one's
best effort can anyone hope to derive
benefit from the Nykerk experience.
Historically, because of the enthusiasm
generated by the Pull, Hope's women
wanted a competition of their own. They
first played powder-puff football, but
administrators felt it was too rough a
game. In 1930, Dr. Nykerk, a professor of
English, suggested an alternate activity
in which freshmen and sophomore
women could match intellectual, rather
than physical prowess, a competition
involving singing, acting, and oration.
This format has met with ardent approval
since that time.
While Nykerk is often referred to as a
parallel to the Pull, there are several
important differences which give Nykerk
its own unique appeal. Probably the most
obvious difference is that several hundred students may participate, while only
40 represent the two classes during the
Pull, thus encouraging class unity.
Because competition is stressed only as a
motivation towards excellence, not as an
ultimate ideal, the two classes are able to
grow together by working towards a
common goal in a friendly atmosphere of
cooperation and support.
Nykerk is often denounced for appearing overly emotional, sentimental,
^ and insincere. However, there is much

What To Do On
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more to Nykerk than smiles, tears and
"meeting in the middle." Nykerk
provides an opportunity for newcomers to
become part of the college, start new
friendships and deepen old ones. It is
personally challenging to rise to a newgoal and eventually to have the
satisfaction of achieving that aim.
The personal benefits of participating
in Nykerk are many. When questioned as
to their own gains, this year's coaches
concluded they aquired self-confidence,
the ability to compromise, and many of
their closest friends. They said that the
emotions are by-products of the experience.
This year's general chairperson is
Terri Proos. The chairperson is chosen
during her freshman year to be her class'
representative. For that year and her
sophomore year, her main duty is to
accept the Nykerk cup on the night of the
competition, in the event that her class
wins. As a junior, she serves as an
assistant to the chairperson. During her
senior year she is. responsible for the
organization and coordination of all the
various aspects of Nykerk. Interested
girls audition for the position and one is
selected by a committee composed of the
general chairperson and the previous
year's representatives.
In addition to the actual competition on
Saturday, Nov. 8, there is a church service for the students and their families,
and a breakfast Saturday morning for
everyone involved in Nykerk.
At the breakfast, in Phelps Hall, the
morale guys serve the meal, and the girls
a r e the guests of honor. The year's
coaches are introduced and the new
coaches are announced. The winners of
the program cover design contest are
named. The morale guys provide entertainment, and a Nykerk alumni is the
guest speaker.
Mary Soeter and Nancy Highlander are
this year's freshman song coaches. The
song they have chosen is "The Rhythm of
Life." The sophomore coaches. Sue Ward
and Sue Weener-Van Dop, selected

NEED HELP?
Concerned about pregnancy?
Free pregnancy
testing

Confidential
Ask for Sharon

Call Ext. 2362

"Choose Something Like a Star" as the
sophomore song. Song practices are held
five days a week for one hour each
evening. Tryouts are held annually to
determine the next year's coaches
This year's freshman play is "Once
Upon a Mattress." It is a take-off on the
original fairy tale "The Princess and the
Pea." Julie Reinhardt and Sharon McKee
edited the original version and will be
directing
the. p e r f o r m a n c e . The
sophomore coaches, Terri Turpin and
Vickie Wilson, wrote their own play based
on the novel "A Wrinkle in Time."
Both groups rehearse for at least 13
hours per week, and the girls are also
responsible for creating their own
costumes and will be assisting the morale
guys with set construction. Coaches for
the following year are chosen from the
cast by the coaches.
The girl chosen to be the class orator
shoulders one-third of the responsibility
for her class, and it is often a lonely and
frustrating task. She is required to write,
memorize and practice her speech for
presentation. The topic for this year's
competition is "Idealism vs. Reality."
The freshman coaches are Julie
Garlinghouse and Teresa Renaud. Julie
Vandybogurt is the freshman orator. The
sophomore coahces a r e Lisa Raak and
Meg Biggerstaff. Elona Van Gent will
represent the class of '83. After
representing her class at Nykerk,. the
freshman orator becomes the coach for
the incoming class in her junior year, and
the sophomore orator coaches the
sophomore class orator during her senior
year.
The morale guys serve the essential
function of keeping up the girls' spirits.
Each guy is responsible for six to 10 girls.
They leave secret notes, decorate dorm
doors, and other small things that show
the girls they care. By being at practice,
they try to make the rehearsals a little
less tedious by performing skits and
providing support.During previous years,
all the members of the Pull team were
expected to become morale guys.
Each succeeding year's coaches are
picked by their coaches. Sophomore
coaches are Joel Russcher, Dan Wolfe
and Bill Godin. Freshman coaches are
Joel Martinus, Bryan Uecker and Art
Colegrove.
Finally, although "meeting in the
middle" represents for many the
"meaning" of Nykerk, there is more than
that. For the girls involved, it becomes an
ideal to be reached — a personal striving
toward perfection.

Thomas Bohn
speaks on mass
comunications
Issues in mass communication will be
the theme of a series of lectures to be
presented at Hope Nov. 5-7 as the communication department hosts Thomas W.
Bohn, dean of the college of com
munication at Ithaca College in New
York. The Whiting foundation of Flint is
sponsoring Bohn's visit to Holland
Bohn will present a public address
Wednesday. Nov. 5 at 7 p.m. in the Carley
Room of Van Zoeren Library. His topic
will be "Mass Communication; Pinball.
Success and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance." He will also deliver a
series of lectures to several communication classes during his visit. A
schedule of his presentations is available
from the communications department
office.
Bohn's research interests are in the
mass communication area. He has coauthored "Mass Media," an overview of
print, electronic and film media, and
"Light and Shadows," a history of the
motion picture. In addition to his text
publications, Bohn has in press a book.
"Films of Otto Preminger." as well as
monographs on "Visual Communication,
an Historical and Descriptive Analysis of
the Way We Fight Series" and "The
Broadcasting of National Election
Returns."
Bohn holds a Ph.D. from the University
of Wisconsin, an M.S. from Southern
Illinois University and a B.A. from
Gustavus Adolphus College. He has held
posts as chairman of the faculty of
communication at the University of Tulsa
and director of the Center for the Study of
Communication at the University of
Evansville, as well as faculty positions at
the University of Massachusetts and
Bowling Green State University.
In addition, he is a well-regarded film
critic and c o m m e n t a t o r , hosting
programs in both television and radio.

Kooiker plays
Anthony Kooiker. professor of music at
Hope, recently performed a series of
recitals with German baritone Holger
van Bargen. Van Bargen. from Hamburg.
Germany, was accompanied by Kooiker
as they presented German art songs in
performances in Chicago and Elkhart,
and Fort Wayne, IN. Kooiker will accompany van Bargen again next spring.
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Choir to visit
crystal cathedral
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bus trip will take the choir from San
by Kim Mooi
During fourth hour every day on Hope's Francisco to Los Angeles. The high point
campus, 69 students either hang up their of the tour will occur March 29, when they
white lab coats, set aside their will perform in Robert Schuller's Crystal
Shakespeare texts or turn off their Cathedral.
In addition to the spring lour, the choir
computer terminals and set out down
those sidewalks which lead to Dimnent also performs at Christmas Vespers,
Chapel. These 69 students, whose majors Baccalaureate, Convocation, several .
range from biology and physics to evening services of Reformed churches in
physical education and theatre, when Western Michigan, and other special
joined together, form the Hope Colege events on campus. The next Chapel Choir
concert will be held on Nov. 2, at 8 p.m. in
Chapel Choir.
"Many students on Hope's campus Dimnent Chapel. At this concert the choir
seem to think the Chapel Choir is made up will perform a Bach cantata which was
of all music majors, when actually ap- written for the Reformation Festival in
proximately two-thirds of the group have 1735, entitled "The Lord is a Son and
majors in completely other areas," said Shield." Two faculty members and one
Roger Rietberg, Chapel Choir director. Hope alumnus will be the featured
"The choir is really a very diverse, well- soloists: Joyce Morrison — soprano,
rounded group. We have pre-med majors, Robert Speaker — bass, and Vicki
a few student teachers and even four Luyendyk — contralto.
The Symphonette will also perform at
members of the varsity football team."
What inspires all of these people to give this concert under the direction of Robert
up their fourth hours every day and also Ritsema. They will present a piece from
additional time for special practices to Mozart, "The Shepherd King," and one
sing in the Chapel Choir? Rietberg feels from Mendelssohn, "Hymn of Praise."
the students come together not only They will also accompany the Chapel
because they enjoy music and singing,- Choir's second piece, Mozart's "Regina
but also because "students feel a sense of Coeli."
Although there is always an excess of
belonging by being a member of this
group. Coming together every day and students who audition for the limited
especially traveling on tour together number of places in the choir each spring,
establishes amongst the students a great Rietberg feels that interest in the Chapel
Choir has declined slightly over the
sense of camaraderie."
One of the many highlights of the years.
"It used to be, back in the days of W.
Chapel Choir is their spring tour which, in
Curtis
Snow and the original Chapel
the past, has taken the group to such
places as the East Coast, various cities Choirs, that the choir performed every
throughout the Midwest and, two years morning at the chapel services when
ago, to Europe. In addition to bringing the attendance was mandatory. Therefore,
group closer together, Rietberg feels the the students had contact with the choir
tours serve as a means of representing every day. Now, the choir is not as
the college in various cities and states evident on campus, because we do not
have any regular exposure," said Rietthroughout the country.
"Last spring the choir sang at a berg. "Also, there are many other acnumber
of
Reformed
c h u r c h e s tivities on campus, that students tend to
throughout the eastern United States. By go toward those they know the most
giving our spiritual message through about."
word and song, we are hopefully
Rietberg hopes the Bach cantata
acquainting our listening audience with
scheduled
for Sunday evening will "atHope College in a positive manner," said
tract not only parents and members of the
Rietberg.
This spring the choir is planning a trip community, but also some students as
to the West Coast. The students will well. I truly feel that one does not have to
charter buses to Denver and from there know a great deal about music to simply
they will fly to San Francisco. Another be able to enjoy it," he said.

Chapel Choir practices for upcoming concert. (photo by Lora Rector)

Holmes metal sculpture
displayed below Kletz
by Ann VanderBorgh
Those who have looked out of the south
side window of the Kletz recently have
probably encountered seven pieces of
sculpture that Mark Holmes is currently
showing.
Holmes, a Hope junior from Wheaton,
IL, realizes that "a lot of people don't
accept this as sculpture, thus they don't
know what to do with it," and he also
realizes that "people tend to be
threatened by things they don't understand." Holmes is offering Hope
students an opportunity for exposure to
sculpture with the hope of gaining confidence in viewing art.
People still think of sculpture in terms
of bronze statues of George Washington in
a park with birds fluttering around it, he
said. But through Picasso and other such
artists, art — and thus sculpture — has
changed.
"Music is a helpful comparison when
thinking about modern a r t , " Holmes said.

He pointed out that everyone has firm
ideas about what good music sounds like,
whether it is Led Zepplin, Brian Eno or
Mozart. People, he feels, tend to make
decisions about what they like in music
and in sculpture. Art can instill any kind
of aesthetic feelings the viewer has by
intuitively thinking about it, he said.
Holmes did not create his art to get
across any one idea; he did not want to
"limit it to the human language." Holmes
encourages people to look at his art and
deal with it. He would not have built it, he
said, if he had one idea in mind — he could
have told the viewer what the idea was.
But he has not set limitations.
Viewers may go to the basement
courtyard of the Kletz and see Holmes'
six-month project. Holmes suggests that
the viewer either squint his eyes or close
one eye while viewing the sculpture^ to
put them in a different perspective. The
showing will last three more weeks.

Anchor staff
attends ACP
in Chicago

Four members of the anchor staff
joined journalists from all over the
country last week for the annual convention of the Associated Collegiate
Press.
The convention, held Oct. 23-25, took
place in Chicago, with over 1,000
delegates from hundreds of colleges and
universities.
i
Those members of the anchor staff
attending were Betty Buikema, editor;
Julie Garlinghouse, assistant editor;
Doug Deuitch, news editor; and Diana
Beyer, advertising manager.
The staff members attended sessions
on news writing, feature writing, layout
and design, advertising, business, and
staff organization.
"The convention was an extremely
useful and worthwile experience," stated
Deuitch. "It will help us to incorporate
substantial changes and improvements in
the anchor this year and next."
Using what they learned at the threeday convention, the staff intends to
revamp many of the various aspects of
anchor production and organization.
Students John Van Iwaarden and Paul DeFree talk with professor of political science
Staff members are excited about the
Renze Hoekscma and retired professor of English Hollenbach at the recently taped
changes to come out of their trip. Said
program "Foreign Policy: Decision 'SO." (photoby Randy Warren)
Buikema, "In two months, you won't

i
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recognize the anchor."

John Holt
to lecture
John Holt, an advocate of alternative
education, will present two lectures in
western Michigan next week under the
auspices of the Hope College and Aquinas
College education departments.
Holt will speak Thursday, Oct. 30 at 7
p.m. in Wichers Auditorium on the topic
"American Education: The Latest
Alternative." On Friday, Oct. 31, he will
s p e a k on 4 , Home Schooling: A
Cooperative Role for Teachers" at 4 p.m.
in Wege Auditorium on the Aquinas
campus in Grand Rapids.
A former teacher of elementary and
high school-age students, Holt is
publisher of the Boston-based periodical
"Growing Without Schooling." He is also
the author of several books on alternative
education and has published articles in
several national magazines and journals
and is currently working on a book entitled "Growing Up Smart — Without
School "
In his vita Holt declines to give his
educational background, noting, "1 have
come to believe that a person's schooling
is as much a part of his private business
as his politics or religion, and that no one
should be required to answer questions
about it. May I say instead that most of
what I know I did not learn in school, or
even in what most people would call
"learning situations."
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Take a closer look

Last week's anchor editorial
o advocated looking beyond the
« choice of Presidential candidates
to the proposals on the ballot,
particularly the Tisch proposal.
3
w

This week's anchor contains a
four-page center pull-out section
explaining,
and
hopefully
clarifying, these proposals, as
well as the candidates stands on
the various issues under debate
this election year.

Realistically speaking, we
might as well face the fact that
very few of us have taken the
time to look closely at the
proposals and form a stand on
them. Some of us aren't even
clear on the Presidential candidates and their stands. Certainly many students will be
choosing at random when it
comes to electing local officials,
whether it be in the Holland area
or by absentee ballot.
The party system provides an
easy out, in a way, for those who
haven't really taken the time to
look into their local candidates
for office. Those who associate
themselves with the Democratic
party
can
simply
vote

Democratic right down the line;
likewise, Republicans can vote
straight Republican. E a s y
enough, and none of that messy
information to deal with.
Without intending to malign
the party system, we'd like to
suggest going beyond the easy
way out. We recommend looking
into those "less important"
names on the ballot.
Local newspapers are wonderful resources for this purpose.
Obviously the anchor can't serve
to inform everyone on the local
candidates for their individual
districts, from New York to Los
Angeles, but the students' local
newspapers can.
As for the proposals, use this
issue or any other publication,
but look them over. It has been
said over and over again, but it is
true: we are the ones who will be
running this country in just a few
years, and we need to make our
influence felt now, if we want the
country to be worth running
when we get it.
The point is that we, as college
students (and often the supposed
"intellectuals" of America) need
to be aware and informed. We
need to know exactly what we
believe and where we stand on
the crucial issues which face our
country. After that, it becomes a
relatively simple matter to
choose those individuals to
represent us who most closely
represent our beliefs.
And we can't do that if we don't
know what the issues, or who the
candidates, are.

,

Young Americans
stand in question
I have recently been amazed at the
flyers and letters made up by members of
the Young Americans for Freedom.
Truthfully, I believe that they insult my
intelligence and that of many others.
They generalize the term "liberals" and
attack Carter and ' l i b e r a l s " in a style
reminiscent of the present election.

On the latest flyer they compare, as
they have before. Carter with Jane
Fonda. I admit that Jane Fonda has often
supported radical ideas, but I don't
believe one can place Carter in that
category. Also they show a political
cartoon of Carter calling Reagan "a
witch in colonial Salem." Yet, on the
s a m e flyer, they appear to call nonconservatives "anachronistic radicals"
and "raving Marxists." Apparently
name-calling is all right as long as the
right people are doing it.
On an earlier flyer they show a picture
of Carter greeting Brezhnev in the
traditional European style, with a kiss on

the cheek, and a crude caption, "How do
you think we'll MAKE OUT with four
more years of Carter?" Then the YAF
criticizes Carter for saying that we need
no more "embrace any dictator who
joined us in our fear (of Communism)."
Apparently, supporting a dictator is
alright a s long as he's anti-communist. If
this organization is truly for freedom,
then why are they condoning the support
of dictators?
Actually, I envy the Young Americans
for Freedom. They seem to have found a
world where there are two ' s h a r p
divisions: those that a r e for them and
those that aren't, the good guys and the
bad guys, the conservatives and the
liberals. I thought by now almost
everyone had realized that there are very
few concrete answers in life, especially in
politics.
Finally, I totally believe in f r e e speech
and free press. Don't get me wrong. All
I'm saying is that Hope students deserve
a more mature and responsible expression of ideas than the Young
Americans for Freedom are giving us.
Sincerely,
Bryan Van Sweden

10 € b

Student

speaks

on the proposal
I find it truly intriguing that the
proposed "Tisch" Amendment to the
Michigan Constitution has aroused so
much opposition. The amendment, as 1
understand it, would cut as much as 45
percent from property taxes, and further,
would require at least 60 percent of the
people of the State of Michigan to approve
any new tax increases.
In response to this, I keep hearing that
education will be cast back into the dark
ages, and that Hope College will lose
$200,000 in state money as a result of the
passage of Tisch. To this 1 join Joe Walsh
in saying: So what?
That state funding of private education
is a deceitful siren song is amply
illustrated by President Van Wylen's
reaction to Tisch. He mourns the fact that
Hope will lose money. What if the state
decreed that all students take certain
courses or else the school would lose
funding? What would be the official
reaction? The state already tells Hope to
build wheelchair ramps or else. What if
the state were to find that Hope must
cease teaching the Christian faith or else
lose funding because of the "wall of
separation" between church and state?
By supporting an unfair tax that is
rising at twice the rate of inflation in
many instances, and is wiping out elderly
homeowners in particular; and further,
by polishing the state's shoes simply to
receive money at an uninterrupted rate,
those who oppose Tisch are acting
selfishly.
That those who oppose Tisch have little
choice but to do so is also clear. The way
private education is set up vis-a-vis public
education forces normally self-reliant
people to grovel for government
assistance. One approach to this problem
which ameliorates the programmatic
influence of state power over private
education is a tuition tax-credit plan,
which would enable private education
fans to deduct their education expenses
from their income tax. This would ease
the burden of financing a private
education, and would keep the state's
nose out from under academia's skirts.

Why hasn't such a plan been instituted 0
Ask the teacher's unions who fear that, if
allowed a choice, most people (minorities
included) would send their children
e l s e w h e r e . A s k . the professional
bureaucrats who get such a thrill from
regulating the workings of "private"
education. Ask yourself if it is fair for the
parents of a student in a private school to
be taxed for funds to support public
education — which their child is not using
— and then to have to pay through the
nose for a private education.
(continued on p. 5)
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Republican sees Anderson as alternate

O
w
cn

haven't studied that yet.' He's been world stature and even defense readiness J:
stimulated the economy again.
I am a Republican: it's genetic. Last
a r e all based in energy mismanagement o
When these two actions brought the 20 campaigning for six years — will four
fall, I looked forward to t h i s ' y e a r ' s
and this hemorrhage of dollars to OPEC. §
percent inflation of early 1980, instead of years as president be enough time for him
election, noting the weakness of J i m m y
A solution to the energy problem is a j
the even-handed and cautious remedies to answer this question? The day before,
Carter and the range of attractive
prerequisite to effectually attacking the ;
that might have been applied, the ad- many of the most prominent economists
Republican challengers.
others.
\
ministration panicked with credit con- in the country, including Reagan's top
In January, I came across a book
Reagan says that if energy prices a r e
trols and tight money. We could have had advisors, issued a report counseling
published by the American Enterprise
against cuts in personal income taxes. decontrolled, economic forces will
Institute, in which each of the 10 major- a hiild recession in late 1979, and the
correct supply deficiencies. Recent
Why wasn't Reagan listening?
party candidates was asked to write on economy would be nicely recovering now,
John Anderson has long worked to history predicts otherwise. In the last 10
making Carter's reelection a certainty.
several issues: inflation, energy, defense,
years, higher world oil prices have
But the administration has been too inept reform the federal budget process. He
productivity, unemployment, etc. I was
resulted in increased petroleum exin its management of the economy even to has twice introduced legislation requiring
vastly impressed by John B. Anderson's
the President to submit a balanced ploration — domestic drilling in 1980 is at
clear perception of the problems we face maximize its own political advantage.
its highest level ever. But domestic
John Anderson, in his 20 years in the budget to Congress, and limit spending to
in 1980, and his realistic and effective
discoveries and production have fallen
U.S. Congress, has established a strong 1977 levels.
proposals for solving them. Unfour percent per year in seven of the last
Defense
record of fiscal responsibility. Only 11 of
fortunately, the Republican party has
Defense spending ^lone is not the issue eight years. Proven domestic reserves
the 435 members of he House of
fallen on hard times and chosen a canhave fallen 30 percent in the last decade.
Representatives have received the here: NATO outspends the Warsaw P a c t
didate who looks good on TV, as long as
Reagan tells us that our energy
"Watchdog of the Treasury" award from by a ratio of nine to eight. Since they
you don't think too hard about what he's
spend a quarter of their resources problems are caused by over-regulation,
saying. Here is a discussion of why I the National Associated Businessmen
countering China, we actually outspend when the evidence clearly points to a
more often than John Anderson.
believe John Anderson represents not just
them three to two. Like any other problem of limited supply. On Sept. 11,
the best, but the only reasonable choice
Reagan gave a speech on energy, where
Government and private economists program, the defense buget must be
for the American electorate in 1980:
he cited Department of Energy figures
are in almost complete agreement that c a r e f u l l y m a n a g e d for m a x i m u m
predicting a 47-year supply of domestic
strength.
Economics: Taxes and Balancing the Reagan's 30 percent tax cut will be inRonald Reagan's pet defense project is oil. But this is a best case estimate, and
flationary. Chase Econometrics, the
Federal Budget
the MX missile. He chooses to disregard depends upon the development of adInflation is the p r o b l e m m o s t economists who did the studies for Jack
the fact that it is cheaper for the Soviet vanced petroleum extraction techniques.
Americans perceive to be our most im- Kemp before he introduced his bill,
Union to build a multiple warhead to The cost of extracting these deposits is
portant. While many factors contribute, predicted that Reagan-Kemp-Roth will
destroy and entire MX installation than it enormous — the oil companies tell us they
the major one is federal spending and add at least two percentage points to the
is for the U.S. to deploy the MX. He op- couldn't substantially increase domestic
taxation in general, and deficit spending inflation rate, and only about one-tenth of
posed SALT I, and now opposes SALT 2, production even if prices rose to
in particular. As Congress exercises its one percent to the economic growth rate.
in contradiction to the approval of the $100/barrel, $2.50 per gallon at the
The R e a g a n " e c o n o m i c i m p a c t
constitutional power to create money
wholesale level. The simple truth Reagan
treaty by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
from nothing, the value of each dollar statement" states that Kemp-Roth will
On defense, the Carter record is again ignores is that an oil-based economy will
decreases. Clearly, this must be a top add $140 billion to the federal deficit over
become more and more expensive in the
the next five years. For the average one of vacillation. In late 1979, he sent the
concern of any president in the 1980s.
Senate Armed Services committee five coming decades.
During the Reagan ye a r s, t h e family, Reagan's tax cut will refund only different defense budgets in five months.
California state budget increased from a little more than one percent of income,
In addition, Reagan proposes the
John Anderson believes that our
$4.6 billion in 1967 to $10.2 billion in 1975. half the loss to increased inflation.
demolition
of the Department of Energy,
John Anderson has resisted the temp- defense posture must not be comAfter a d j u s t i n g for inflation and
and turning energy research and
tation of calling for an election-year tax promised, but that defense is not just
population growth,
the average
military h a r d w a r e . The Anderson development over to private industry.
Californian s tax burden increased 30 cut. He agrees that taxes are too high, but
program calls for increased military Again, he's disregarding the facts. Much
it
is
more
important
to
first
control
inpercent, half again more than the
of the DOE budget is channelled through
flation, the cruelest tax of all. The An- compensation to maintain an allnational average growth rate.
private corporations, and most of the
derson-Lucey "Program for the 80s" volunteer army, and to retain expensiveto-train personnel. By maintaining department's research expenditures are
A year after taking office, Reagan calls for immediately indexing tax rates
conventional a r m s strength, neither the on alternative energy sources, such as
asked the legislature for a $1 billion in- to the inflation rate, halting the rise in
U .S. nor its adversaries will be tempted to advanced coal combustion, nuclear
come tax increase to correct a budget less taxes caused by "bracket creep." The
fall back on a nuclear war. John An- fusion and solar power. Private industry
than $200 million out of balance. In 1972, platform details plans for cutting federal
derson favors the Trident submarine cannot afford to invest in these research
promising "meaningful tax reform," expenditures to balance the budget in
' based missile system, which is much projects which may not pay off for
Reagan asked for and received another $1 fiscal 1983.
cheaper to build, easier to defend, and decades, unless government provides a
billion in sales tax increases. Reagan
part of the funding. To suggest that we
After balance — and a small surplus — flexible in use, providing much more
attempts to blame the California
security at much lower cost compared to abandon these research efforts is the
legislature for the tax explosion, ignoring has been achieved, the Plan calls for
the MX system. He strongly favors SALT ultimate foolishness in a time when even
the California constitutional mandate carefully reducing spending and taxes 2, and will work hard, with our allies, to OPEC has announced that its oil supplies
that each year's budget originate in his without triggering inflation. In the past,
will start to run out as soon as 1983.
he has sponsored legislation to hold total negotiate a SALT 3 treaty.
office.
At best, the Reagan plan will only
Jimmy Carter can't decide what he federal taxes to 20 percent of the Gross
postpone the inevitable. When the U.S.
Energy
wants to do. His "new economic National Product, a law similar to
Energy policy is arguably the most runs dry, our dependence on foreign
program" announced in September is the Michigan's Headlee Amendment. John
sources of petroleum will be even more
Anderson's proposed tax cuts a r e important issue of the 1980s. In 1980, the
seventh major shift in policy in the 3 ^
U.S. will spend $90 billion on OPEC oil, intolerable, and the weaning of America
years he's been in office. His first targeted to improve business and create
more than the combined revenues of the from fossil fuels even more difficult and
economic action was to stimulate an jobs, without being inflationary.
expensive.
During Reagan's June 26 press con- 500 largest industrial corporations in the
already expanding economy when no
Jimmy Carter's 44 moral equivalent of
country.
Our
problems
of
inflation,
labor
stimulation was needed; shortly after ference, he was asked how he planned to
productivity, unemployment, loss of w a r " energy program called for billions
taking office, he cut taxes. In early 1979, cut spending to make up for his tax,4 cut
(continued on p. 6)
confidence in government, decreased
when a mild recession appeared likely, he and defense increase. His answer: We

Student speaks
(continued from p. 4)
Ostensibly, the state is interested in
promoting education. Some people feel
that private education is much better for
them. If so, and if the payments made on
a house or on insurance policies are taxdeductible, then why not make private
school tuition deductible?
In conclusion, it is clear that legislators
are not doing their job. The essence of
Constitutional Democracy is for the
people to compel their elected
representatives to do their jobs as instructed. One of the duties of a legislature
is to come up with taxes to raise

revenues. They must, with Tisch, find one
that 60 percent of the people can support.
What's the problem? Besides, if the whole
thing fails, if Tisch, upon ratification,
really turns out to be a dragon in disguise,
the citizens of Michigan, from whom the
state government receives its legitimacy,
will no doubt get rid of it.
It is vaguely humorous, and positively
disconcerting, to see Hope College so
bushily supporting efforts to coni;.:'* the
ripoff of the citizens of the State of
Michigan.
Sincerely yours,
Edward N. Tiesenga
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Anderson worth

to

£ A vote for Anderson is only a protest vote voters' support
Many students at Hope consider John
B. Anderson a viable candidate for
w president. After talking with many Ano
derson supporters to find out why, I heard
a gamut of responses, ranging from the
articulate, "why not?" all the way to a
praiseful dissertation of his platform.
W
And in the middle of this spectrum lie the
majority who dislike the other candidates
and support Anderson a s a protest to the
two-party system, or view the other
candidates as so extreme that it logically
follows that Anderson is the happy
medium.

example, if you tend to be a little right of
center, perhaps even a Republican, and
realize Carter is not deserving of another
four years but aren't very enthusiastic
about Reagan, a vote for Anderson could
put Carter in office. If you want to play
the lesser-of-two-evils game, you have
put the greater of two evils in the White
House.'

1O

8

On the other hand, if you tend to be a
little left of center, perhaps even a
Democrat, and do not favor Reagan but
a r e not sure about Carter's competency,
a vote for Anderson could put Reagan in
office, in your mind the greater of the
evils. Is the commonwealth of the country
worth jeopardizing for a protest that has
such little potential?
Some Anderson supporters do not
subscribe to the protest theory, but rather
support Anderson because they have
studied the candidates' viewpoints and
consider Anderson's platform consistent
with their own views. In short, some feel
Anderson is right for the job. But is he
really?

Well, Anderson is not a happy medium.
In fact, he espouses the same philosophy
and similar policies to those of Carter: we
can spend our way out of our problems,
i.e. more government will solve our
problems. Certainly confirming this is
Anderson's platform. It consists of 88 new
programs that would add $100 billion to
the federal budget and also substantially
agrees with Carter on major issues such
as energy, education, taxes, ERA,
abortion, and the draft. Anderson is
neither new nor is he refreshing. His
platform is full of programs we have
already seen too much of.

When I ask this question, a few thoughts
come to mind that should be addressed.
The first is Anderson's metamorphosis, a
change that occurred practically overnight, and coincided with his futile effort
to capture the Republican P a r t y
Presidential Nomination. Let me cite a
few examples indicative of the types of
statements Anderson used to make:

To those of you who want to protest with
your vote, let me point out that you may
be doing more harm than good. For

1. In 1964, Anderson commended a
Republican colleague in the House. Ralph
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On Nov. 4, the leadership of our
country will be decided. Since
Presidential elections affect college
students more than any other group, I
hope that Anderson supporters will not
cast votes in protest, or in ignorance as to
what he actually stands for. In the next
week, compare your candidate with the
others. If you find that you sincerely
believe in his programs and think him
capable of effective leadership, then vote
for him on Nov. 4. In the meantime, think
critically. As an educated voting
American, you have no right to do less.

Sunday, Nov. 2
4 p.m.

in the
Anchor office

Attendance
required.

John T. Beuker
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(continued from p. 5)
in new taxes, and no means of returning
Beerman of Nebraska, for denouncing the them through tax cut incentives. But he
appointment of a law professor who had couldn't get a meaningful part of it
engaged in 4t communist front activities" through Congress anyway.
Most experts agree that conservatin is
to the staff of the Warren Commission
both
our largest and cheapest energy
investigating the assassination of
President Kennedy. The professor was resource. John Anderson has proposed an
Norman Redlich, now the respected dean energy policy which will cut our oil imports by as much as 20 percent through
of the New York University Law School.
reduced consumption, conservation in2. On J . Edgar Hoover's 4dth an- duced by a 50-cent per gallon gasoline
niversary as director of the FBI, An- tax, the proceeds of which will be
derson made a statement in the House refunded through reduced Social Security
praising him. So did many others, but taxes. Anderson's research tax credit will
Anderson's carried a special tone: 14At accelerate private development of solar,
this time in our history when a tide of wind, and synthetic fuel energy, further
humanistic secularism seems to be research to make conventional nuclear
sweeping over America, it has been power safer, and develop safe, clean
immensely reassuring to find the fusion energy. John Anderson recognizes
towering figure of Hoover with his that energy is one area where the
prestige and authority standing squarely resources of the federal government are
behind behind the idea that only a essential to fund necessary research.
Christian America can continue to sur- Human Rights
Of Reagan's 600 top appointments as
vive the storms that are buffeting the
governor,
three were women, and three
world." Can the liberal movement acwere from minorities. Now he tells us that
tually be labeled non-Christian?
equal rights should be left to the states to
3. As recent as Aug. 10, 1978, Anderson grant on their own.
eloquently supported the same KempJohn Anderson has supported every
Roth bill Reagan is currently advocating. major piece of civil rights legislation in
Anderson has since severed his support the past two decades. He voted for exfor the bill by labeling it "voodoo tension of the ratification deadline for the
economics."
Equal Rights Amendment.
Experience
John Anderson is one of the most able
Why the change? According to Anderson it is because he has seen the people 1 know. — Gerald Ford.
"liberal light." This change of behavior is
John Anderson in the most capable,
a major source of his current appeal. The most competent candidate for the
presumption of course is that he has presidency in 1980. — Robert Byrd, Dchanged, as if somehow change always WV, Senate Majority Leader.
denotes progress.
John Anderson has more experience in
government than the other two candidates combined. He has been in the U.S.
Yes, Anderson has changed. Even
House of Representatives for 20 years.
Reagan changed from an ardent New For 11 of those years, he was chairman of
Deal Democrat in 1934 to the conservative the House Republican Caucus, a high
philosophy he now holds. But Anderson's leadership position. He served three
changes have only occurred across a
years as a State Department officer in
matter of months, whereas we've been
Europe. With his experience and biable to track Reagan for 46 years to
partisan support, he stands uniquely
measure his sincerity and consistency.
qualified to work with the Congress and
Whether Anderson has undergone a
lead the nation.
genuine philosophical change of mind, or
The polls show that John Anderson is
has only yielded to political opportunism,
the preferred candidate of the American
is a question the voters will have to anElectorate. If everyone who believes
swer.
John Anderson is the best qualified
candidate for the presidency in 1980 votes
for him Nov. 4, he will win the electoral
Putting the question of Anderson's
majority
required to make him president.
integrity, another important question to
It's a.matter of believing that your fellow
ask is: "Can Anderson effectively lead
citizens take their vote as seriously as you
the country if elected?" The record
take yours. DonT choose between the
suggests that he would move into the
lesser of two evils — vote for the greater
White House a loner, even more so than
Carter four years ago. If elected, An- good. Vote for John Anderson.
David E. Boundy
derson may have scattered public support; he would not have a strong political
base. He has alienated himself from his
Republican friends in Congress; he has
no foundations in labor or business. Even
the rapidly rising political church
organizations do not endorse him. What
this country needs is a leader who can get
writers and
this country moving again. Without
strong support, can we possibly conclude
reporters
that Anderson will accomplish this?
• meeting
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Candidates, issues and views
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Students represent Presidential choices
b> Richard Kuhrt
On Tuesday, Oct. 21, students packed
Winants Auditorium to watch the
presentation of A View of the Candidates,
sponsored by Hope's Mortar Board.
A View of the Candidates was billed as
"a very informative session for undecided voters." Each of the three major
candidates for President, John Anderson,
Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan, was
represented by a student. The session was
done in a presentation format which
included 10-minute speeches by each of
the representatives, a question-answer
period and a three-minute conclusion by
each of the students.
Ron Molenaar, a senior at Hope, was
the MC for the event. After introducing
the speakers for the occasion, he stated
the four major issues which would be
discussed. These included foreign
relations, energy, economic policy and
the military.
David Boundy. a senior and a supporter of Anderson, was the first person
to take the stand. He pointed out that a
choice between Carter and Reagan was
simply choosing between the lesser of two
evils. Anderson was presented as a more
qualified candidate. Boundy stated
among other qualifications that Anderson
had served in the House of Representatives for 20 years and that he was and is

too many (and too great) expectations.
They want more but they are not willing
to give, he said.
He suggested the windfall profits tax as
being a Carter policy for energy.
In the military, he presented Carter as
being against expensive items, such as
the Bl bomber, using money which could
be spent on conventional missiles. He
favors the MX missile and an increase in
money for officers. He also supports
NATO.
Wiszynski then went on to point out
some of Carter's successful endeavors
during his stay in the White House thus
far. Examples cited were, among others,
the opening up of relations with mainland
China, reindustrialization of inner cities,
a proposed health plan, an important role
in the Camp David Summit which
brought peace between Egypt and Israel,
a decrease in oil consumption, the successful signing of the Salt Treaty, and the
Chrysler loan bill.
In concluding, Wiszynski stated that
"Carter is not a do-nothing president or
an idiot and he has learned much."
Ed
Tiesenga.
the
Republican
representative, gave the final 10-minute
presentation.
His presentation was humorous yet
cutting. He stated that Reagan stands for
creative individualism. No government in
Washington can control 220 million
people, he said.
He looked upon economic problems as
being inflation, decreasing productivity,
unemployment, dormant factories and
lito iiiiili
high taxes. At one point he compared the
' E
U.S. tax situation to medieval serfdom.
He went on to state that Reagan supports
marginal tax-rate cuts, enterprise zones
in inner cities. Tiesenga continued by
adding that people are entitled to the
fruits of their labor and that by confiscatory tax rates America is doing itself
in.
In defense, Reagan is not a warmonger, Tiesenga said. He supports a
real arms limit and not a fake one (Salt II
was his example of a fake one). Tiesenga,
in speaking for Reagan, feels that defense
is important and that as much money as
is needed to keep the U.S safe should be
spent.
mm*
He went on to criticize other candidates
for trying to govern morality. He would
also do away with the Department of
Education, which he looked upon as a
waste of tax-payers' money.
Reagan questions Anderson s AlaskaFunds bill in that it would lock up an area
of Alaska the size of the combined areas
of Maine, Massachusettes, New HampI slrire, Vermont, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New J e r s e y , Maryland,
Delaware, Pennsylvania and New York
— 128 million acres of land. Government
sources estimate that this tract of land
presented his chosen candidate's stands on the Issues during
may hold reserves of oil equal to twice the
the hour-long session. The speakers were Introduced by Ron
amount of the known reserves in Saudi
Molenaar, co-president of Mortar Board, (photo by Randy
Arabia.
Warren)
(continued on p. 10)
problem not of regulation but of shortage
He went on to say that we must wean
ourselves away from oil use to other
alternate sources.
In concluding, Boundy pointed out that
Anderson does support the ERA. He then
went on to caution the audience against
settling for the lesser of two evils. His
final statement was that if everyone
would vote for Anderson who felt him to
be the best man, Anderson does have a
chance to be the next President.
The second speaker of the activity was
the Carter man. George Wiszynski. His
strategy included a presentation of
Carter's strong personality traits. He
cited Carter as being honest, hardworking, Christian and straight-forward
(in handling tough questions). He went on
to state that at first Carter had a bad
attitude in that he was anti-Washington.
However, he said, he has changed this.
Wiszynski spoke briefly on foreign
policy and looked upon Carter as being
inconsistent in this area. He did suggest
that Carter has emphasized human rights
and other countries have favored this.
He went on to state that many of the
economic problems Carter has faced and
is still facing have been inherited.
Unemployment was a major issue. Carter
did bring this down. The representative
proceeded to criticize people for having

respected by both Republicans and
Democrats.
Boundy, in presenting Anderson's
views, suggested falling productivity as a
major problem of our economy. He felt
that we need to add stability to our
present economic situation and he cited
deficit spending as a major cause of inflation. One possible solution supported
by Anderson is a balanced budget. A cut
in spending to 20 percent of the GNP
would also be involved.
Anderson supports a work training
program to increase productivity and
decrease unemployment. He also calls for
a reindustrialization of cities and
metropolitan areas.
The defense policy backed by Anderson
is one which calls for strengthening our
conventional forces. Boundy went on to
state that Anderson feels that at present
money is being spent on wasteful
programs. His example of a poor use of
defense expenditures was the MX
missile. A better policy for defense
spending would be submarines, he feels.
Boundy, speaking for Anderson, looked
upon energy as being the most controversial issue. He felt that all other
present problems are centered around
the energy problem and thus it is imperative that this crisis be solved. The
energy situation was stated as being a
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The candidates on the issues
Last Tuesday, Oct. 21, three Hope students spoke in a
Mortar Board-sponsored forum on the Presidential candidates and election issues. George Wiszynsi. Ed Tiesenga
and Dave Boundy represented Jimmy Carter, Ronald

Aveagan

and John Anderson, respectively. Each student was
asked to write a brief summary of his candidate's stands in
relation to the four areas covered in the forum. These include
military, foreign affairs, and economic and energy policies.
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President Carter's positions

Carter

X

To combat
inflation, we
must restrain
fiscal spending

Anderson's stands

Military
He believes in responsible increases in spending. Every
budget of his has included at least a three to five percent
increase. He favors the MX missile system with acceptance
of SALT. He favors and has increased aid to NATO. He favors
increased pay and benefits to personnel. He has opposed
enormous spending projects such as the B-l bomber because
money could be better spent on personnel and conventional
a r m a m e n t s . Also, those large projects would be finished
between 1985 and 1990.
Foreign Affairs
Carter's policy is based on the advancement of human
rights, detente, and a progression to a hopeful nuclear
disarmament. He has not and will not get us into war unless
our most vital interests a r e threatened. He believes not in
covertly gaining third world support, but instead through aid
and mutual respect of national determination of destiny.
That is, he believes in the pursuit of human rights but not in
the intervening in the internal affairs of other countries. His
main advisor on foreign affairs is Brzezinski and not the
Secretary of State, for that has of late been the trend because

Dave Boundy

Economics
The three economic factors we must deal with are federal
deficit spending, productivity, and stabilizing the economy.
Inflation — Index income tax rates immediately, to stop
"bracket creep." The platform details how the budget will be
balanced by 1983. Then Anderson will further trim federal
spending to 20 percent of GNP, about 1974 levels.
The Reagan tax cut will add $140 billion to the deficit in five
years, according to Reagan statistics. John Anderson rejects
an election year tax cut as inflationary.
Stability — With the trimming of the deficit, inflation will
begin to abate. To further stabilize the economy, Anderson
has proposed a counter-cyclical tax policy. By cutting taxes
at the beginning of a recession, and raising them before inflationary pressures mount, the effects of both are lessened.
Productivity — Business will not invest in an uncertain
future. With the return of stability, business investment will
recover. Anderson has proposed a simplified and liberalized
depreciation plan and an extension of the investment tax
credit to further spur investment in productivity.
Anderson also advocates federal funding of job training
programs in the private sector, to put America back to work,
and to help Americans "work smarter" and more productively.
Defense
NATO outspends the Warsaw Pact three to two in strategic
terms. We remain strong, and large military spending boosts
are unwarranted. Anderson opposes the MX missile system
as strategically and economically unsound, but supports the
Trident submarine system. Boost military pay to recruit an
all-volunteer army and retain valuable personnel.

Reagan on the issues

Reagan
An affirmative
foreign policy,
$

preservation
of freedom

George Wiszynski

Anderson
Business will
not invest in
an uncertain
future

Edward Tiesenga

Foreign and defense policy
Reagan supports an affirmative foreign policy, geared
toward the preservation of freedom where it yet exists. He is
also a pragmatist who realizes the need for relations with the
USSR and China. At the same time, a Reagan foreign policy
will emphasize the need for policies which maintain respect
for the U.S. in the world. Consequently, he supports real
arms control; and to increase our bargaining power, Reagan
advocates the production of the B-l bomber, more ships and
subs, increased tank procurement, more and better defensive and offensive missils, and, of course, higher military
pay scales.
Economic policy
In contrast to some people's view of inflation, that it is
another "creature from the lake" that is mysteriously invincible, Reagan places the cause of inflation close to the
heart of the government. To rectify the problems of a
debased currency, a money-junkie budget, and confiscatory
taxes, Reagan proposed that the Kemp-Roth tax reduction
act be passed, along with drastic measures t o reign in the
gargantuan regulatory empire that threatens to choke the
life and creativity out of America. Reagan also calls for the

of the distance between the White House and the State
Department and the bureaucratization therein. He does
believe in containing Soviet influence within its present
borders.
Economic
Carter believes that unemployment cannot be brought
down with high inflation. When we had high inflation we also
had high unemployment. To combat inflation we must (and
are) restrain fiscal spending, contain consumer spending,
encourage capital investment by tax incentives, avoid
consumer tax cuts until at least next year, and curtail credit
(except for large loans, i.e. mortgages). He is mainly concerned with jobs for the young, blacks and poor and has
provided those. Unemployment under Carter went down to 53 percent (July 1979) from 7-8 percent (December 1976).
Energy
Carter's energy program includes deregulation of the oil
industry' with a tax on windfall profits. The tax would be used
in solar energy research and aid to the poor and elderly to
help pay for higher heating bills. The plan is also based
heavily on conservation. We must become independent of
OPEC. He hopes to use nuclear power only until other
sources can be developed to such an extent as to replace
nuclear.

The Joint Chiefs of Staff, and heads of Great Britain,
F r a n c e and West Germany have all endorsed the SALT II
treaty. So does John Anderson.
Energy
In 1980, the U.S. will spend $90 billion on OPEC oil, more
than the combined revenues of the Fortune 500, the 500
largest industrial corporations in the U.S. We must stop this
economic hemorrhage.
In spite of price increases and record exploration rates,
U.S. productivity is down 25 percent, proven reserves down
30 percent in the last decade. OPEC production will peak as
early as 1983. This is clearly a problem of limited resources,
not over-regulation.
John Anderson proposes we shift from a tax on earnings —
the Social Security Tax — to a tax on consumption, cutting
FICA taxes in half, and taxing gasoline $.50 per gallon.
He feels we should continue Department of Energy funding
of research in synthetic fuels, fusion, solar, wind, geothermal.etc.*
Experience
Twenty y e a r s in the House, 11 in the House leadership.
John Anderson is probably the most able of the three
Presidential candidates in 1980. — Wm. Byrd (D), Senate
Majority Leader.
John Anderson is the smartest man in Congress. — Gerald
Ford.
Foreign affairs
John Anderson served for three years as a foreign service
officer in Europe. The Anderson administration will seek
closer cooperation with our allies. He is strongly pro-Israel,
while recognizing rights of Palestinians. He is pro-human
rights. He supports stronger ties with China, Latin America
and the Third World.

establishment of "enterprise zones" in the depressed areas
of our cities. Taxes would be lowered to attract businesses
and hence jobs, into the cities.
Energy policy
^ e a g ^ n e n e r 8>' P o l i c y i s a three-pronged attack on our
current problems: First, to open up our exploitable stores of
conventional energy sources and to unshackle the initiative
of enterprisers to recover them. Secondly, to proceed rapidly
to research and develop new. alternative energy sources.
Third, to encourage the safe a n t o f f i c i e n t development of
nuclear energy - both fission and fusion
Domestic social policy
J S n " ?hPP0S<f . U S i n ? t h e E < l u a l R i 8 h t s Amendment to
S S T
, r e l a t l o n s h l P of women to society, favoring
tatutory
o !
approach which would not hamstring the
states, and women. Reagan also firmly opposes abortion and
ampnrtmp »hL r a t l f i c a t j o n of the proposed Constitutional
amendment banning abortion. He further opposes efforts to
decriminalize marijuana, as he feels that this militates
against the alert, purposed attitude which a ^ e
m S
u T S a e f Z "

th

Kl

mselves

effectively. He intends to undo
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1980 Michigan ballot proposals
On Tuesday, Nov. 4, Michigan residents
will be asked to vote on a number of
proposals. Summaries a r e provided
below for each of these ballot proposals.
These were taken from summary sheets
provided by the League of Women Voters.
Students eligible to vote can find these
sheets posted on a voters' awareness
board in the library.

l
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the schools and alcohol-related auto
accidents among 18-20 year olds. The
debate continues and once again it is up to
the voters to decide.

Proposal A
Smith-Bullard
Proposal
Intent:
The purpose of the proposal is to shift
the basis of funding elementary and
secondary education from the local
property tax to a statewide system of
financing education. Currently, 47 percent of local education is financed
through the property tax. The proposal's
goal is to provide equal per-pupil support
funding for K-12 education throughout the
stale.
If the proposal passes:
The property tax would be reduced by
changing the 50 mill limitation for
operational purposes of local governments to 24.5 mills on homesteads and
family owned/operated farms. The
statewide reduction would approximate
22 mills. A 10 mill limit would be
established for general operational
purposes of local education which includes K-12, vocational education, special
education and intermediate school
districts.
New millage limits would be
established for operational purposes for
counties, townships and community
college.
Retirees, age 65 and over, would be
exempted from property taxes on the first
$25,000 SEV (State Equalized Value) on
their homestead.
Renters would be granted a $140
Michigan income tax credit.
To replace lost revenues, the state
could levy up to 30.5 mills on all property,
excluding homesteads and familyowned/opera ted farms, for the support of
public e l e m e n t a r y and secondary
education. Also, the legislature could
increase some existing state taxes to
replace the funds for education. This
might come from an increase in the
present income tax rate of 4.6 percent to
an estimated six to eight percent.
Local school districts might be given
the following options: levying an additional seven mills or levying one percent local income tax in lieu of the seven
mills for the purpose of funding
education.

Proposal B
Drinking Age
Intent:
To amend the Michigan Constitution to
lower the legal drinking age from 21
years to 19 years of age.
If the proposal passes:
Persons 19 and 20 years of age and older
will be able legally to purchase, possess
and consume alcoholic beverages in the
State of Michigan
The major arguments advanced in 1978
to raise the drinking age were to alleviate
the alcohol-related discipline problems in

Proposal C
ExecutiveLe

islative

g
Tax Shift

Intent:
The purpose of the proposal is to amend
the Constitution to provide property tax
relief to homeowners and renters while
maintaining essential governmental
services. This is primarily a "tax shift"
plan, shifting some of the burden of the
local property tax to the state sales tax.
If the proposal passes:
Generally, when proposed amendments
to the constitution are adopted, follow-up
legislation is needed to implement the
changes. The provisions of these laws a r e
usually not known at the time the
a m e n d m e n t s a r e voted on. T h e
Legislative-Executive tax proposal
breaks with tradition in that the
Legislature has already passed, and the
governor has signed, the implementing
laws for Proposal C. Nine bills, tie-barred
to the proposed amendments and to each
other, spell out specifics of this tax plan.
If voters do not approve the amendments,
none of the legislation becomes law. If the
voters approve Proposal C, then the
following additional changes in law will
become effective:
— a flat grant of $140 will be allowed for
renters over and above their present
circuit breaker credit;
— an additional property tax credit of
up to $1200 will be allowed for
homeowners 65 years and older with
incomes less than $10,000 a year. The
additional credit for the elderly may not
exceed property taxes due for the year.
The property tax exemption, renter
credits, present $1200 circuit breaker
limit, and $10,000 limit for extra benefits
for senior citizens will all be indexed (tied
to inflation each year). Implementing
legislation also provides that the $1500
personal income tax exemption will be
indexed.
The sales tax will increase from four
cents to 5.5 cents per dollar, starting in
1981. The sales tax on residential utilities
will decrease gradually over the next four
years to zero percent. The present constitutional earmarking of sales tax
monies for schools and local governments
will continue for revenues collected at the
four percent rate. Revenues collected due
to the additional l l 2 percent will be
earmarked to replace revenues lost due
to property tax and utility tax relief.
Earmarking of lottery funds for school
aid will not increase or decrease school
funds. Net lottery revenues (after prizes
and administrative expenses) amount to
approximately $155 million now and go
into the state's General Fund. Considerably more than that amount is now
appropriated from the General Fund for
school aid.
The proposal requires the state to
reimburse units of local government for
4
'a proportion of the revenues not
collected because of the property tax
exemptions." If revenues a r e sufficient,
full reimbursement will be made. If not,
reimbursement will be proportional to the
funds available.
Executive and legislative fiscal staffs
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estimate that the new program, combined with the present circuit-breaker
credits of $300 million annually, will
amount to about $1,132 billion in property
tax relief, or approximately 41.7 percent
of the total residential property taxes. Of
this, $100 million will be in new relief for
renters. The added IVfe* per dollar sales
tax is estimated to yield approximately
$800 million per year, roughly the amount
of the tax shift. Because of the indexing of
exemptions and credits and the phasing
out of the sales tax on utilities a shortfall
in revenues is expected starting in 1982.
Therefore, state services will have to be
cut unless additional revenues are
provided.

Proposal D
Tisch Tax Cut
Intent:
The intent of this proposal is to amend
the constitution to cut residential
property taxes by one-half and to require
the state to reimburse local governments
for the revenues they will lose. This must
be done from current state revenues, thus
reducing state services. The proposal
also seeks to limit the taxing and appropriations powers of the Michigan
Legislature.
If the proposal passes:
The implementation of this proposal is
left to the legislature; therefore, all
ramifications cannot be known at this
time. Interpretation of some sections
may have to be decided by the courts.
Some broad outlines, however, can be
suggested.
The proposed 50 percent reduction in
property tax assessments (based on 1978
values) would result in a tax reduction of
about $2.5 billion for Michigan homestead
owners and renters. The state would be
required to reimburse local units of
government for any revenue loss from the
low income and senior citizen exemptions
and from the 50 percent cut in
assessments. This proposal also would
require the state to reimburse local units
dollar for dollar for property taxes they
levy (except those to repay bonded debt);
therefore, every dollar of property tax
raised at the local level must be matched
by the state. The cost of this reimbursement has been estimated to be
about $2 billion for fiscal year 1982,
assuming millages remain constant.
Overall this could appear to be a 20
percent cut in total state spending.
However, because many funds in the
state budget are earmarked for special
purposes by the constitution and by law,
and others are legally committed by
contract, the cut would not be applied
uniformly to the total budget. It would fall
entirely on the General Fund Budget. The
effect on state spending can be summarized as follows:
Total state budget for fiscal year 1981,
estimated: $10.3 billion.
Federal aid — which Congress appropriates for specific purposes and
usually on a matching basis. As state
funds are cut, these federal dollars will
also be reduced — approximately $2.6
billion.
Lottery prizes, t4 rainy d a y " fund
deposits, transfers and other monies
which have a special purpose — approximately $.2 billion.
Expenditures required by the state
constitution, including: the 41.6 percent of
state spending that must be paid to local

5
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government; contributions to state and c
school employees retirement funds; debt c,
retirement and taxes earmarked for c
highways and transportation — ap- ^
proximately $4.3 billion.
jc
Amount Proposal D would require state £
to reimburse local governments because 5
of cut in assessments and special s
p r o p e r t y t a x e x e m p t i o n s — approximately $2.0 billion.
Total funds in state budget which a r e
not subject to further allocation by the
legislature — $9.1 billion.
Remaining to the state's General Fund
Budget — approximately $1.2 billion.
(The above are estimated figures from
the Department of Management and
Budget)
The $1.2 billion which would be left in
the state's General Fund would have to
finance the executive, legislative and
judicial branches of government, including the 19 state departments which
support such programs as higher
education, correctional institutions,
mental and public health programs, the
state police and matching funds for social
services. The governor's recommended
budget for these departments and
programs for fiscal year 1981 is $3.8
billion. Without
provision
for
replacement revenues the effective cut in
state services could be over 60 percent.
It is not clear whether the Tisch
proposal would eliminate most current
exemptions from the property tax, except
for schools and churches. It would appear
that property owned by municipalities,
non-profit housing groups, charitable and
cultural organizations, veterans groups.
Girl and Boy Scouts, parks, cemeteries,
etc. could be subject to taxation. Some
personal property now exempt could also
be placed on the tax rolls, depending on
how the proposal is interpreted. This
personal property would include motor
vehicles owned by individuals or
businesses, tools and dies, and business
Inventory.
At present all classes of property a r e
a s s e s s e d uniformly. The proposal
requires uniformity of assessment only
within a property class (i.e., agricultural,
residential, commercial, developmental,
or industrial). The ratios of true cash
value at which property would be
assessed could vary from class to class.
Because business assessments are
allowed to rise at the rate of the General
Price Level while residential and
agricultural assessment increases are
limited to two percent, it would appear
businesses could pay higher taxes in
future years.
The proposed limit of a two percent
yearly
increase
on
residential
assessment could mean a loss to local
governments by fiscal year 1982 because
of the gap between real market value
increases and the two percent limit. The
state is not required to reimburse taxes
lost because of this gap.
For local units of government this loss
could mean either reducing services or
increasing millage rates.
The proposal would limit the present
constitutional taxing power of the state
Legislature in several ways:
—it would require a 4/5 vote to change
tax credits, exemptions, or rebates, or to
reduce school aid payments (only a
simple majority vote is needed under
current law).
— it would constitutionally establish
certain tax exemptions. The Legislature
now has the power to do this by law.
— the Legislature's power to tax would
not be final because enactment of ail new
taxes or tax increase proposals would be
subject to approval by 60 percent of the
voters at the next general election.
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VanWylen speaks

The Pulse

The latest poll results; on the proposals
1o
w
o

Reagan jumps to the lead

w

by Anne Brown and Ingrid Anderson
" "
O
This week's Pulse
question is a followas up survey of the question asked in the
Sept. 18,1980 issue of the anchor: ' i f the
1980 Presidential election were to be held
today, which candidate would you vote
for?" Forty-seven Hope students were
polled this week, the same number used
in the poll taken on Sept. 18. Interesting
changes have occurred in the seven
weeks that have passed, concerning
students' preference of the Presidential
candidates. The results are as follows:

Students
speok for

From the Sept. 18 poll:
Anderson
40.4%
Reagan
36.2
Carter
12.7
Not Voting
6.4
Undecided
4.3
From the Oct. 30 poll;
Reagan
40.4
Anderson "
25.6
Carter
10.6
Not Voting
10.6
Undecided
8.5
Other
4.3
In comparing these two polls, it seems
that Anderson has fallen in favor and that
more people are undecided rather than
convinced about the choice of candidates.

by Betty Buikema
Though the college has not taken an
official stand concerning the proposals on
Tuesday's ballot, President Gordon J.
Van Wylen has some strong opinions on
these proposals, and has taken a public
stand on the Tisch Amendment (Proposal
D) in particular.
"The greatest threat to the college and
particularly to the students of Hope
College is Proposal D the Tisch
proposal," Van Wylen stated Monday
night. "I have personally, as President of
the college, taken a stand against it."
Van Wylen cited the amounts of state
funding which would be wiped out if the
Tisch Amendment passes.
Van Wylen noted that he is concerned
about two other effects of the amendment
as well. First, he said, "it would be very
hard on higher education in the state as a
whole."
Further, he noted, "It would also work
a hardship on Hope College graduates
who plan to go on to graduate school in the
state of Michigan."
Van Wylen believes that the passage of
the Tisch Amendment could be dangerous
as well, as, he said, " a minority could
control important decisions." If the Tisch
Amendment passes, enactment of all new
taxes or tax increase proposals will be

subject to approval by 60 percent of the
voters. This means that a 40 percent vote
against such a proposal would be suf
ficient to defeat it. "If we believe in
majority rule, this would go against that
principle," Van Wylen stated.
In reference to other ballot proposals.
Van Wylen said he was not in favor of the
passage of Proposal A. "Proposal A is
designed to meet the needs of public
education, but it could well do it at the
expense of... all the other needs of the
state, including higher education," he
said, adding, "I don't think this is a good
legislative proposal."
Van Wylen commented that he does,
however, support Proposal C, the
Executive-Legislative
Tax
Shift
Proposal. He noted, "1 believe that
Proposal C warrants support because it
does address a very important problem,
namely that property taxes are too high
at present, and it does so by increasing
the sales tax and decreasing the property
tax. I believe Proposal C would be to the
benefit of many people in the state. "
The President encourages the students
to get out and vote, particularly if they
oppose a proposal. He pointed out that it
is not enough to stay home and refrain
from voting for a proposal which one
opposes. He stressed, "It is essential, if
one opposes these proposals, to vote no "
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candidates
Michigan ballot proposals spelled out
fcontinued from p. 7)
Tiesenga went on to chide Anderson
for using federal power to enforce such
capacity by 4,320 beds. Given the longprograms as his proposed national bottle (continued from p. 9)
term projections based on the current
return law.
rate of sentencing and the public mandate
After the initial speeches people were
for longer sentences, it would appear the
allowed to question the representatives.
overcrowding will not be solved by this
Some questions proposed were: (to the
measure, but would be alleviated.
Carter representative) Where did an
If Proposal E does not pass, members
increase that was well below inflation
of the Joint Legislative-Administrative
level come from for military men?
Task Force have indicated they will seek
Wiszynski had trouble answering this and
legislative approval of another of their
nothing concrete was said, (to the Anrecommendations which would permit
derson man) How will some 88 proposed
the governor emergency powers to allow
programs be supported? Boundy stressed
early release of some prisoners when
that it is all spelled out in Anderson's
overcrowding exists.
campaign literature and it does come out
balanced, (to the Reagan supporter) You
put down other candidates for dictating
morality, but are you not doing the same Intent:
The purpose of the proposal is to obtain
thing? Tiesenga answered in the negative
and said that Reagan is leaving it open to voter approval for "a law passed by the
Michigan Legislature in July, 1980, which
individual choice.
Following this period of audience would increase the rate of the income tax
participation, each candidate gave a in Michigan by. one-tenth of one percent
short conclusion. In a reversal of the for a period of five years and earmark the
original order, Tiesenga led off and said additional revenues to build or renovate
that Reagan is not a trouble-maker; prison facilities to alleviate overcrowded
however, he will cause troubles for his conditions.
and the couptry's enemies. Wiszynsky,
after a few*<brief comments, posed a
question to Tiesenga. The question, which If the proposal passes:
The law passed by the legislature in
was 41 What would Reagan have done in
the Cambodian, Viet Nam and July will take effect on Jan. 1, 1981. On
Afghanistan situations?", stemmed from that date the state income tax rate would
an earlier statement by Tiesenga. The also increase from 4.6 percent to 4.7 Intent:
To amend the Constitution to allow the
statement by the Reagan supporter was, percent, for a period of five years. The
44
SiilJfce\he U.S. tossed off its role as world increase would yield $50-55 million each Legislature to change by statute the
policeman, the global crime rate has year, according to estimates by the Task provision of immunity from civil arrest
increased. Regrettably there is no one to Force on Prison Overcrowding and and civil process which is currently
defend the human rights of the Afghanis, others. The proposed new prison con- granted to members of the Michigan
Cambodians or the Boat-People, some of struction includes four 550-bed regional Legislature.
whom are presently enjoying the scent of facilities, one of which will be the De Ho
Soviet nerve gas." In response, Tiesenga Co facility, and a 240-bed unit for women.
noted that Carter could not do anything The reformatory at Ionia is more than 100 If the proposal passes:
The Legislature could pass laws
^since 4the has emasculated our military years old, and according to the Task
Force, is in dilapidated condition. A study limiting the present grant of immunity
. capability and hobbled our CIA."
Boundy, in his final speech in support of committee in 1975 recommended that it from civil arrest and civil process
Anderson, stated that the ideal for An- be torn down, but provision was not made granted to legislators. Some have conderson is to get government out of where to replace it. Many local prisons will be tended that the present grant of immunity
has been misused by legislators (such as
it does not belong. His campaign is run on improved and a total of 1,000 local beds
issues and he offers the best hope for the added. These new facilities, and im- in traffic cases) and that this provision
proved ones, wzuld expand the system's would prevent such abuses.
future, Boundy said.

Proposal E
Prison

Construction

Proposal G
Legislative
Immunity

i

Proposal H
Lieutenant
Governor
Powers
Intent:
The purpose of the proposal is to amend
the Constitution to change the power of
the lieutenant governor by removing the
lieutenant governor as presiding officer
of the Senate, to provide that in the case
of a vacancy the governor shall nominate
a lieutenant governor, subject to confirmation by majority vote of both houses
of the legislature, and to provide that the
nominee may be a member of the
legislature.

As to the powers of the lieutenant
governor:
If the proposal passes:
The lieutenant governor would no
longer be the constitutional presiding
officer of the Senate. No method of
selecting a presiding officer is spelled
out, but presumably it would be by vote of
the members of the Sentate.

As to the method of filling a vacancy in
the office of lieutenant governor :
If the proposal passes:
A vacancy in the lieutenant governor's
office would be filled by nomination by
the governor and confirmation by both
houses of the legislature.
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Off campus students discuss advantages
by Marti Szilagyi
With the majority of students living in
the dorms, it is sometimes easy to
overlook the sizeable off-campus segment
of the Hope community.
The college e s t i m a t e s that approximately 400 students live off-campus.
This status covers those who do not reside
in housing owned or operated by the
college. The classification does not apply
to married students, or those who commute from their parents' homes.
In deciding to move off-campus, the
student may choose from a variety of
living situations. One may elect to live
alone in an apartment, or in some cases, a
house; another may pick a rommate,
while others prefer being in a larger
house with perhaps five or six friends.
WHEN ASKED WHY they prefer the
off-campus lifestyle, the students
questioned gave similar answers. Most
cited a sense of independence as their
primary reason. Senior Sue Griesmer
said, 4 i wanted to do what I wanted to do.
I wanted to be free to come and go as 1
pleased. Off-campus I have more of a
home feeling." Some liked the idea of not
having to adhere to college restrictions
regarding drinking and parietals. There
is no RA to interfere with their freedom.
Junior George Caravella commented,
44
You can have some hellacious parties
without getting busted. I can't be 'a
responsible member of the Hope College
community.' I wouldn't be surprised if
that's half the off-campus community's
reason for living off-campus."
Another important advantage is the
privacy which off-campus living allows.
Junior Marybeth Stegeman remarked.
"A lot of people who live off-campus are
not so public and value their own
lifestyles. After two years of living in the
dorm. I needed a little more solitude."
SENIOR LISA PALKER said, "In the
dorm you have people walking in and out
of your room/'Griesmer said, "You don't
have people around you that you don't
want around." Junior Mark Plosila
agreed, "I didn't want to have to get to
know all of these people on campus."
Senior Ken Capisciolto summed it up,
"I prefer living off-campus because I
have more control over what I can do with
my space. Someone's not constantly
looking over your shoulder. The school's
not the world, and that helps to.take some
of the pressure off."
Some of the students brought up the
fact that a big plus for off-campus living
is that it is more conducive for studying.
Stegeman said. "I find my apartment
much better for studying as opposed to
the dorm or the library. Of course, my
roommate helps."
PLOSILA COMMENTED. "IT'S so
much quieter in my own house. I can
work without a lot of interruptions."
Pauker noted. "When I lived in the dorm,
a friend would walk in and I'd say, 'Let's
do something rather than study.' Living
off-campus gave me more control over
my studying."
All agreed that living off-campus costs
less. Stegeman said, t4 Living off-campus
is cheaper value-wise. For my roommate
and me the rent is only $62.50 a month
each."
Stegeman likes having a meal
plan.Capisciolto said, 44If you budget your
meals properly, it can be cheaper than
eating at Saga, although you've got to
have the time to cook your own food."
Capisciolto figured out that off-campus
expenses can be as much a s 20 or 25
percent cheaper, depending on where you
live.
OTHER ADVANTAGES MENTIONED
were being able to cook for oneself and
having more room. Plosila stated, 44I can
cook what I want to and eat when I want
to. I'm not restricted in my menu.'.'
Capisciolto noted, 44 0ff-campus you can
have more room, depending on your
circumstances. My apartment is large
enough for two people. That's not always
the case with a dorm room."

Everyone concurred that with the offcampus experience comes a great deal
more responsibility, which can be viewed
as both an advantage and a disadvantage.
Plosila commented, "You obtain experience just by doing things like making
food for yourself/'
Stegeman observed, "Living in an
apartment really prepares you for living
on your own so that when you graduate,
being on your own won't be such a shock.
You'll be ready to live a more independent life."
INCLUDED IN THAT list of responsibilities which one is presented are
paying the bills on time, worrying about
creditors, friends who sometimes fail to
pay their share of the rent or other expenses, repairs, cleaning, winterizing the
home or apartment, and landlords.
Capisciolto remarked, "Dealing with a
landlord can be a pain. You can bitch and
moan all you want if the improvements
aren't made. Yet, on the other hand, if
they are made, you'll pay for it in the end.
It takes more time to take care of an
apartment in that you have to fix meals,
do dishes and other cleaning. There are
no cleaning ladies. Also, if you don't have
a car, it can be a cold trek in the winter.
You also might find out that living with
someone you thought was a friend wasn't
as easy as you expected. Living together
is like a partnership; you never get to
know someone until you live with him."
For those who have their own house,
they must be even more concerned with
maintenance and finances. Plosila said,
4
'I not only have to worry about waste
disposal, but mowing the grass, shoveling
the snow, and just the general wear and
tear on the house. I also have to think
about auto insurance, home insurance
and money for gas."
Organization also becomes necessary.
Stegeman said, 4tI have to be quite a bit
more organized. I have to be sure to bring
all the necessary books and things. I can't
go back and forth to my apartment. It's a
long walk, and I don't like to walk at
night."
A FEW OF the students agreed that if
one lives off-campus he will probably
have to get a job. Stegeman noted, 44You
may have to work. It depends on your
bills and what you have saved. I really
like my work."
All assented that in spite of the inconveniences,
the responsibilities
associated with off-campus living
promote
individual
growth.
As
Capisciolto put it: "It helps you to mature
a little bit."
Although all appreciate their independence, two of the students in particular admitted that they experienced
feelings of loneliness at times. Plosila
said, 4 4When you live alone as I do, you do
feel isolated to a certain extent." He does
own • pets, though, which he enjoys.
Pauker said. "I felt isolated sometimes
because I lived a ways from the campus.
It was a 10-minute walk for me." She
continued, "When you live off-campus
you tend to lose some of that sense of
school spirit." Capisciolto agreed, 44 It's
easy to lose track of what's going on."
CARAVELLA. WHO HAS lived in
larger houses for almost two years,
quipped, <4I miss the scholarly influence
of my colleagues." He lived in the Arcadian house his freshman year. He

added, " I don't know too many freshmen
or sophomores."
Stegeman disagrees that just because
one lives away from campus he still
cannot take part in campus life. "You can
be just as isolated in a dorm room as you
can be off-campus. It depends on how
you're motivated." For her, involvement
in campus activities is both worthwhile
and enjoyable. Griesmer commented, 44I
probably don't meet that many people,
but I could if I wanted to. I know how to
get involved (she was a member of
Student Congress) if I make that choice."
Despite the occasional feelings of
loneliness, the students interviewed
seemed to value their own sense of personal autonomy more.
At least two of the students observed
that since they have lived off-campus, not
only have they become more sensitive to
the community as a whole, but their
awareness of the world has increased as
well. Stegeman remarked, 440n campus,
you can get limited as far as your view of
people and the outside world is concerned. You may begin to believe that
college life is your only life. I now feel
more a part of the community because I
have to deal with my landlord and my
neighbors." P a u k e r agreed, 4 4 You
become much more aware of what's
going on in the world."
STUDENTS WHO CAN be considered
in the "in-between" category a r e those
who live in on-campus apartments such
as Brumler, Parkview and Columbia.
When asked why she simply did not move
off-campus, junior Jayne Sloan replied,
"I hadn't really thought about it. But I
didn't really want to live in a dorm any
more and I liked the fact that the college
has done such a good job on upkeep in
Brumler. Also, the utilities are already
paid for by the school." Senior Jane
Decker responded, "The schools is
responsible for the maintenance of
Columbia a p a r t m e n t s even though
there's still a landlord. The apartments
are all furnished by the school. You pay a
little more to live in an apartment than
you would for a dorm room (it costs $870 a
year each) but the cost is included in the
tuition. We also wanted a place for all five
of us. Also, Barb Herpich wanted to be an
RA."
A few of the students voiced the opinion
that perhaps the college could be a little
more conscious of the needs of the offcampus community. Capisciolto said,
44
You really begin to depend on those
green and yellow T h e Where of Hope
College' sheets. You also rely on your
friends for your social life or you might
not know what's going on."
Plosila said, "It would be nice if the
college could send out the 4Where of Hope'
information to the student's home or
apartment. A lot of times I'll either have
to call a friend or the school to find out
what movie they're showing here." He
went on, "When you don't have a car you
can't carry everything with you. I have to
rent a locker through the music department. The lockers are insufficient in size.
I need a place to put some things."
IN ADDITION, PLOSILA stated that he
would like to have more background on
the people running for Student Congress.
He also said that the college really did not
inform the off-camous students about the
various changes in the DeWitt basement.
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"It would have been nice if the pool tables
had been put in a neutral area rather than
in the dorms, " h e said.
At the moment, Student Congress is
working on several different proposals
dealing with the concerns of off-campus
students. Particularly active in this
department is George Caravella. Since
his election as one of the Student
Congress representatives, he has, as an
example, introduced a 40-meal plan for
both off-campus students and faculty
members.
"I've been working with Steve Renz,
the head of Saga, on this," he said.
4
'We're not sure exactly how it would
work yet but I figure that the student
could use up two meals a week and three
the next. It would come out to two and a
half meals per week. We've also talked
about having six specified steak nights
for off-campus people. 1 really want to get
off-campus people back into Saga so that
they'll be aware of the goings-on."
CARAVELLA AND DAVE VANDERWEL, coordinator of student activities and student organizations, have
joined forces to get off-campus students
involved. Caravella would like to see a
bulletin board placed on a prominent wall
in DeWitt and perhaps Phelps. A public
(continued

on p. 14)
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Sue Ward appears surprised as she's crowned Homecoming Queen 1980. (photo by
.ora Rector)

The pep band plays at the Homecoming game. (photo by Kathy Jenks)

Hope's Homecoming filled with excitement
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The 1980 Homecoming Court is presented to a chilly half-time crowd at the Holland
Municipal Stadium. Sue Ward and Mike Disher were crowned King and Queen. (photo
by Lora Rector)

, y e a r . s K i n g i p a u , Boersma, gave up his crown Saturday as Mike Disher was
c r o w n e d Homecoming King 19X0. (photo bv Lora Hector)
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Empire Cartridge Clinic
Saturday, November 1
10 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Special Sale
2000 E/iti
Cartridges

Bring in your turntable and
we'll check for stylus wear,
realign anti-skate control, and
readjust stylus pressure.

List $80 NOW

Opus reading
The Opus staff has something special
planned for Halloween, but they're being
somewhat ambiguous with the details. As
editor Kirk McMurray described it: "The
moon glides behind a cloud and a chill air
slips past. Are you alone on All Hallow's
Eve? Beware! In the dark recesses of
DeWitt the spirits gather for their annual
evening's prowls. They await your
company in their theatre of suspense. Do
not disappoint them. The 'Opus Pocus' is
about to begin — will you be spared? The
spirits know . . . "
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Opitz says religion and capitalism are friends
CO

by Ed Tiesenga
Seldom does someone write a book
entitled Religion
and Capitalism:
Allies, Not Enemies. For those accustomed to the usual fare of arrogance
and skepticism found in books dealing
with this topic, this is indeed strange; for
usually, Christian scholars reach the
opposite conclusion.
Edmund Opitz, the author of this work,
is a Congregational minister in Connecticut who is currently on the staff of
the Foundation for Economic Education.
M c f p r
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He questions the headlong rush to
''Christian Socialism," and demonstrates
the incompatibility of Socialism with
Christian values. He further states that
while Christian Socialism —- when the
imperatives of a socialist order are understood — is rank folly, any attempt to
confound Christian Socialism by constructing a hybrid of the same order —
Christian Capitalism — would be a
similar piece of folly.
Opitz's main argument is not that
Christianity is the religion of which
capitalism is the practice, but rather that
"the acceptance of the main features of
the Christian philosophy implies a free
society and a limited government, with
economic affairs organized in terms of
the market."
He further posits that Christianity and
capitalism do not belong to the same
order of things. Christianity is a total
philosophy of life, offering a reading of
human nature and destiny in terms of its
version of the ultimate nature of the
cosmos — the conviction that the universe
is intentional, and that man shares in
God's mighty purpose.
Deep-throated Socialism, likewise,
proclaims itself to be a total philosophy of
life, one which rejects the Christian view
of men and things at every level.
Capitalism, by contrast, is not an
ideology. Capitalism is a way of
organizing economic life for the efficient
meeting of our creaturely and material
needs, and this necessarily implies a
theory of government.
In short, any political theory which
releases government from the traditional
safeguards of individual liberty and gives
it a free hand to direct and control the
economy is incompatible with capitalism.
Capitalism is not a world view — not a
Weltanschauung — but it needs one. This
is where Christianity comes in. Not that
capitalism has always been championed
by Christians, but that capitalism arose
in the West, the cultural values of which
presupposed the outlook of Christendom.
The opening sections of the book take
this line of thught further. Opitz deals
with the thinking of the American
colonists. Reinhold Niebuhr, the World
Council of Churches, Karl Marx, and
F.D.R. He later deals with Augustine, St.
Paul, and Immanuel Kant, among others.
All of which is compelling reading, but
which there is no room to go into here.
The book is full of thought-provoking

insights; for instance, concerning
political control of the economy, Opitz
notes that:
The planned economy might be
termed "colonialism within one
country"; more precisely, political
planning of economic life is the
manifestation of the same species of
social organization applied internally
which, when applied by some people of
one country to the people of another is
labeled " c o l o n i a l i s m " or " i m p e r i a l i s m " . Modern collect! vists
profess to abhor this arrangement
when conducted on an international
basis; but when one group within a
nation fastens itself on the rest for the
same purpose — to acquire their labor
products and control portions of their
lives — this anticapitalistic
arrangement is applauded.
I imagine that most anyone who pauses
to think about it will agree that this is
indeed an unusual way of looking at
socialism, and a perceptive one. Why all
the fuss about economics?
Whenever I hear about how all good
Christians ought to be socialists, I can't
help but wonder about the presumption
behind that idea — that economics can
provide some sort of earthly salvation.
This is surely a product of mutant
theological reasoning, which leads back
to the doctrine of the Kingdom of God —
will it be realized here on earth, or there,
in heaven?
Of course some people bypass this
logical imperative and ask "but what
about the Biblical command to care for
the poor?" Good question. Opitz comments on this, pointing out that the fact of
moral obligation does not commit one to
the welfare state:
Christian charity is the obligation to
play the role of the Good Samaritan
when the occasion indicates. This is a
voluntary act, where a man gives of
himself, his own money, his own time,
his own resources. This is diametrically
opposed to the welfare state or
socialistic idea, in which the apparatus
of compulsion first deprives everyone
of a portion of his resources, then impersonally redistributes this booty
according to political expediency. This
has no semblance whatsoever to
genuine charity. To suggest that the
Good Samaritan kind of moral
obligation commits one to socialism or
the welfare state is utter nonsense! The
opposite is true; one feeder of the
socialistic idea is the weakening or the
denial of moral obligation.
And Opitz goes on. He explores the
nature of equality, despotism, liberty,
ethics, and of course Christianity, along
with economics in greater depth. Of
special interest to concerned Calvinists is
his treatment of the doctrine of free will,
in which he delineates the implications of
this freedom. This freedom, indeed, is no
"bush-league" concern, since God considered it to be so important as to give us
such complete freedom that we could
either accept or reject him. If God wants
our relationship with him to be voluntary.

Phone Books

what might this mean for human
relationships?
Opitz has made a substantial contribution to the Christian intellectual

woodpile; and in contrast to the many
toothpicks strewn there, this is a work of
enduring importance that will fuel many
and raging fires. *
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Chinese enlighten
by Ingrid Anderson
Last Friday night at the Civic Center.
Holland residents and Hope students had
the opportunity to witness one of the more
unique art forms in existence today.
The ancient tradition of Chinese opera
was preserved on the island of Taiwan
and is now performed by the National
Chinese Opera Theatre, the most famous
Chinese theater in the world.

The earliest record of Chinese opera is
found in the historical records of the Han
Dynasty, 206-220 A.D. It is not opera as
known to the western world. Chinese
opera most often tells the story of royal
battles or romance, combining elaborate
costumes, music, song, acrobatics and
gesture.
One of the most striking elements of
Chinese opera is the costumes. Brilliantly
colored and embroidered, and made of
silk, they symbolize status and character.
Face painting is an important aspect of
costuming, defining character. For
example, deified warriors have faces
painted with red, and powerful characters have white faces. The face of a good
character has bold strokes of paint on it,
while that of a villain is painted with
grotesque designs. Beards also indicate
characters such as sages or villains.
The music in the Chinese opera is
performed by a small orchestra in which
a two-stringed fiddle is the principle
instrument. Clappers, cymbals, gongs
and drums are also used. At first,
listening to this strange combination of
sounds is like listening to a small child
banging pots and pans together — it
requires both patience and an understanding of the role of music in
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Chinese opera. The music accentuates
what happens on the stage, and different
instruments mark the entrances and
actions of the different characters.
The voices of the actors and actresses
in song or speech are unusual as weO.
Most of the singing by the actors requires
falsetto, and actresses sing in highpitched voices. The use of intonation and
inflection characterize song or speech in
Chinese opera.
The use of acrobatics is another
dominant aspect of Chinese opera. The
performers exhibit feats of remarkable
physical agility, balance, precision and
timing. In the portrayal of battle scenes,
the leaps and spins that the actors
execute must be well-timed amid near
contact of sword and spears. At times,
many brightly costumed acrobats will fill
the stage, tumbling and leaping in all
directions. At other times, a single performer will execute a series of
movements with incredible balance and
grace.
The operas are acted in pantomime,
and much expression of the plot is done
through physical movement and gesture.
Because of language differences, the lack
of props, and unfamiliarity with Chinese
opera, the plots are hard for westerners
to understand. Careful observance of
hand and body gestures did help to reveal
actions and emotions of the characters.
For example, a hop indicates that one has
crossed an invisible threshold, and
raising an arm to the face denotes
sorrow. An actresses hand gestures indicate human sentiments.
The National Chinese Opera Theatre
performed four short operas: The Battle
on the Chang Pan Slope, The Universal
Ring, The Drunken Court Lady, and The
Leopard. All are based on either
historical events or Chinese mythology.
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Trumpeter soloist
Armando Ghitalla, one of America's
foremost trumpeters, will be the guest
soloist with the Hope College Band at
their concert on Friday, Nov. 7. As one of
the featured events of Hope's Parents'
Weekend, the concert will be in DeWitt's
main theater at 8 p.m.
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Ghitalla was solo trumpeter with the
Boston Pops for over 20 years and is
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currently professor of trumpet at the
University of Michigan. He has many
recordings to his credit and has often
been seen on television with the Boston
Pops, conducted by the late Arthur
Fiedler.
Ghitalla will perform the Hummel
Trumpet Concerto and Del Staigers'
"Variations on The Carnival of Venice.
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l i k e many Hope students, Doug Gebhard takes time out from studying occasionally
for more artistic endeavors, (photo by Lora Rector)

NOW OPEN
Newly Remodeled
Game room

Up In Subs
20 VARIETIES SERVED HOT OR COLD
MADE TO ORDER

Armando Ghitalla, celebrated trumpeter

Off-campus difference

127 N. River Holland
CAll-in Orders Welcome

(continued from p. 11)
relations committee has been set up to
look into ways of letting students know
what Student Congress has been doing.
Perhaps such information could be put in
the anchor or a monthly newsletter could
be placed in stacks in DeWitt.
Also under consideration is a plan to
install lockers which would be more
accessible and better suited to offcampus students* particular needs.
Caravella mentioned establishing an
escort service at key locations on campus. He said, "At night, we could have
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maybe a whole pack of people stationed,
say, outside the library at different times
to serve as escorts."
As a member of the library committee,
Caravella has proposed that the library
start up a film library where students
could sign out a movie just as they would
a book. A student could also rent a
projector. "This would give the students
something to do on the weekends," he
said. Caravella concluded, "1 want to see
off-campus students involved on campus.
Some are really on their own and kind of
drift."
ON THE WHOLE, off-campus students
view their non-conformity positively. As
Sue Griesmer quipped, "It's nice not to
have to wake up in the morning and see
blonde hair in the bathroom sink when
your hair is brunette."

DELS
Goltors—Banjos
Mandolins And Fiddles
String Instrument
Construction Repairs
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Field hockey victorious

i

by Polly Tamminga
The field hockey team held on to its tie
for second place in the MIAA
by
defeating Kalamazoo on Wednesday. Oct.
25.
Kalamazoo made Hope work for its
mwm
victory.
The score at half time was l-l.
mm
m
Goals were scored by Lois Tamminga for
Hope and Joan Thomson for Kalamazoo.
In the second half .Hope's defense got
tough, allowing only one shot on goal.
This allowed the offense to score two
more goals, one by Polly Tamminga with
an assist from Mary Gaffney and a goal
by Sue Allie with an assist from Mary Lou
Ireland.
Hope's junior varsity team played
against Kalamazoo's junior varsity squad
%
after the conclusion of the varsity game.
Hope outshot its opponent 10 shots to four.
Unfortunately, none of Hope's shots on
goal could find their way past the HorHop« cheerteadm show (heir enthusiasm at the Homecoming football game, (photo
nets' goalkeeper, Martha Magee, and
by Kathy Jenks)
Lynn Forth played an excellent game on
defense. They did not allow many shots on
Mary Lou Ireland, who was playing
goalie for the first time. The game ended
0-0.

On Saturday,

Hope

played

Grand

Valley. Hope had beaten Grand Valley by
a score of 2-1 on Oct. 1 in a very close
game. Hope started off very quickly with
a goal by Polly Tamminga in the first oneand-a-half minutes of the game. The
second goal came with 12 minutes left in
the first half. The goal was scored by
Polly Tamminga with a push shot after
the ball rebounded off the goalkeeper's
pads. Grand Valley was not easily beaten
and came back and scored with only a
minute remaining in the first half.
Grand Valley started the second half
quickly with a goal in the first seven
minutes of play. Hope was saved from
going into overtime when on a corner
Mary Gaffney drove the ball into the cage
after a good stick stop by Sue Allie. This
ended the game by a margin of 3-2 in
favor of Hope. It represents the first time
in many years that the Dutch field hockey
team has beaten Grand Valley twice in
the same season.
Hope played Calvin on Tuesday, which
decided the second place team in the
MIAA. This game also determined who
and how many games Hope will be
playing at the regionals this Friday and
Saturday at Olivet.

Soccer undefeated,
nears national bid
by Sieve Sayer
The soccer team continued its undefeated league season by winning two
games on the road last week. It first
defeated Alma 3-0, and followed that win
by defeating Olivet 5-1.
In the first meeting of the season between Alma and Hope, a home contest for
the Flying Dutchmen. Hope emerged a 32 victor by scoring the gamewinner with
six seconds left. The away rematch
figured to be another tough game. And it
was — for the first half. For the first
period neither team was able to break
through the other s defenses.
The second half saw three goals scored,
all by Hope. The first came when a Todd
Kamstra shot deflected off of an Alma
player into the goal. The second goal was
a beautiful side-volley by David Bopf off a
Kamstra cross. Paul Fowler rounded out
the scoring as he notched his 11th goal of
the season. Left halfback Bob Shoemaker
had two assists that day.
Stopper Tom Park did a nice job of
shadowing the league's leading scorer.
Sam Onekwere. Onekwere did get one
chance that P a r k could do nothing about
when he was awarded a penalty shot late
in the game. Goalkeeper A1 Crothers
preserved the shoutout. though, when he
made a spectacular save of the shot,
which was heading just inside the left
post.
Just before the game was to begin,
coach Gregg Afman let his players knowthat, according to a letter that had
arrived that day, they were rated fourth
in their region among Division III
schools.
The Olivet game was played in
miserable weather. The temperature was
cold, and it began to rain just as the g a m e
got underway. The combination of the
weather and a bumpy field made it dif-

ficult to play the ball control game that
Hope likes, and once again they were held
scoreless in the first half.
The Comets opened up the scoring in
the second half when an attempted
clearance ricocheted off an Olivet player
into Hope's goal. After that goal, it was
the Dutchmen's game. Kamstra scored
an unassisted goal. Scott Borcyk laced a
sweet volley past Olivet's keeper, Don
Evans.
Bob Shoemaker was awarded a penalty
shot. He made it count as he nicked it off
the post and into the back of the net.
Shoemaker and Kamstra assisted on a
goal by Fowler. F r e s h m a n A1 Noerenberg
was credited with the first goal of his
Hope career when an Olivet defender
chipped the ball over his own keeper and
into the net. As Noerenberg was closest to
the play, he was awarded the goal.
The defense of Scott Savage, Tom P a r k .
Bruce Potter, Chuck Jonker and Rich
Kuhrt did an outstanding job, a s it had in
the last four games.
The victory over Olivet upped the
team's total to 13 wins and one defeat.
This breaks the old record of 12 wins in a
season, set in 1977. The Dutchmen's next
home game will be on Saturday, Nov. 1, at
1:30 p.m. It will be against arch-rival
Calvin College and might decide whether
or not the Dutchmen will receive a bid for
the national playoffs. They are currently
one of seven teams being considered.
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Jannie Lillrose prepares for a shot as Hope takes on GVSC. (photo by Kathy Jenks)

Players honored
Hope junior end Todd Wolff is of
Wyoming. MI was selected defensive
player of the week. Wolff is keyed a
defense that held Albion College quarterback Jon Vigi in check as the Dutchmen blanked the Britons 14-0. Vigi was
able to complete only seven of 24 passed
for 39 yards and had zero yards in seven
rushing attempts. He entered the game as
the MIAA's total offense leader with an
average of nearly 130 passing/rushing
yards per outing. Wolffis is 6-1,180 lbs.
Paul Fowler is currently tied with
George Saa of Calvin for the league's
leading scorer honors in MIAA soccer.
Fowler, who is a junior at Hope, is listed
as having eight goals and three assists.
These goals and assists have been spread
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out over a number of games and have
played a key role in recent victories. A
number of recent publications have listed
this Hopestandoutas Mr. Consistent.
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Dutch win Homecoming
7S
by Tim Taylor
Not rain, nor snow, nor the darkness of
night can stop this outfit. The good oT
U.S. Post Office, right? Wrong. We're
talking about the Hope College Flying
Dutchmen. The football team faced and
overcame all of these adverse conditions
Saturday — even the last one — as the
darkness of the clouds necessitated the
use of the lights in Hope*s 14-0 whitewash
of Albion College.
The victory was the 17th straight (going
back to 1964) for Hope football teams in
these reunion games.
In keeping with tradition, the victory
was very much in the style of Ray Smith
teams in the past, as the defense was the
real key to the game. Coach Smith stated
very succinctly after the game, 14 We owe
this victory to our defense; they were
simply outstanding all afternoon." The
shutout was the first in this up-and-down
season.
Right from the opening kickoff, it was
obvious that the contest was going to be a
defensive struggle. Neither team could
move the ball further than 20 yards on
their first three possessions of the ball.
Hope seemed stymied on their fourth
possession also, but on an Albion blitz,
Mark Spencer found Paul Damon wide
open 10 yards down the field on a quick
pass over the middle. Damon then turned
on his deceptive speed and sidestepped
two sprawling Briton defensive backs en
route to a 42-yard jaunt into the end zone
with three seconds left in the first quarter
to give Hope the lead 7-0.
This one pass necessitated two
revisions to the Hope record books. It was
Spencer's 239th pass completion, giving
him the record over Groy Kaper, who
quarterbacked from 1967-70.
It also was Damon's 81st career
reception, which deadlocks him with Jim
Lamer (1968-71), with one game
remaining to take sole possession of that
mark.
The closest that either team came to
scoring for the remainder of the half were
missed field goals of 43,23 and 40 yards in
a very tough, swirling wind by the
Britons' Mike Doctor.
Hope got a break immediately in the
second half as the Albion returnman
touched his knee down on his own four-

yard line on Jon Veldman's second half
kickoff to put Albion in the hole.
On the first play from scrimmage,
Albion QB Jon Vigi went deep, but Dave
Driscoll, playing with a broken hand,
dove in front of the intended receiver and
nabbed the ball, for his fourth interception of the year, to give Hope the
ball on Albion's 32-yaird line.
Hope capitalized immediately as Bob
Constant got open and brought a Spencer
pass down to the eight for a first and goal
situation. After two consecutive running
plays and a penalty which brought the
ball to the one, Ed Cain took a pitch on the
option and trotted into the corner of the
end zone, unmolested to give the Orange
and Blue a 14-0 advantage.
The closest that the visitors could come
to making a dent in that lead came
midway through the last quarter. The
Britons drove down to the Hope 11, but
they could only move the ball four yards
on four plays and had to give up
possession.
The effectiveness of the Hope defense
can best be measured by the performance
of Albion's main offensive weapons, QB
Jon Vigi and running back Scot Thompson. Vigi entered the game as the league
passing leader, while Thompson was the
leading ground gainer.
Vigi only connected on seven of 21
passes and was intercepted three times,
while Thompson could only manage 65
yards in 22 carries, or less than three
yards a crack.
Hope was led on the ground by Todd
Holstege, coming from the bench with 11
carries, 71 yards and more moves than
Don Juan. Spencer hit six of 10 passes and
threw one interception.
The Dutch record now stands at 3-1 in
the MIAA and 3-5 overall, while Albion
drops to 2-2 and 5-3 respectively.
Hope travels, for the final game of the
season, to Olivet for the 1:30 contest and
must count on some .Kalamazoo help
against Adrian to split the MIAA crown.
Adrian
HOPE
Albion
Olivet
Kalamazoo
Alma

STANDINGS W
4
3
2
2
1
0

L
0
1
2
2
3
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Paul Damon receives a complimentary handshake from a friend during Saturday's
game, which was played against Albion, (photo by Lora Rector)

Volleyball team crushed
but retain second place
lot tougher against the Bulldogs than they
did the first time the teams met. He went
on to suggest that Adrian improved.
A major problem, in his eyes, was the
fact that at crucial points the Dutchmen
let down. An example of this was the
second game, which the team was winning by a 10-6 margin. DeHaan said that
"It seemed that our determination let
down and we gave up some easy points."
DeHaan continued by saying that skill
was not the major factor, it was mental
toughness.
The junior varsity also lost to the
Adrian team by scores of 15-10 and 15-1.
The team's next game will be played on
Oct. 31 against Calvin and Ferris State at
Calvin. On Nov. 4 they will host Olivet and
Kalamazoo Valley at the Dow Center.

by Richard Kuhrt
The volleyball team suffered a crushing
blow at the hands of the Adrian Bulldogs
on Monday, Oct. 27.
The Dutch continued their winning
streak last week by overcoming Albion on
Thursday, Oct. 23. The Hope squad, led by
Elsie Jerez (16 points), Joe Van Heest (14
points), and Faye Berens (14 points),
defeated the Albion team by scores of 158,15-12, and 15-12. Coach Sander DeHaan
felt that "it was not an outstanding
performance on our (Hope's) part. Albion
is a strong team and played well against
us."
On Monday the second-place Flying
Dutchmen team clashed with the firstplace squad, Adrian, and did not fare
well. DeHaan felt that the squad played a

Hope's cross country team

m
v .

is still in league running
by Steve Underwood
Look out, Calvin! The Hope cross
country team is heating up.
Fac«l with a must-win situation
against Albion, the Flying Dutchmen took
it out hard — and held fast, scoring a 20-35
win at the Holland Country Club last
Saturday. The victory moved Hope out of
a tie with the Britons into a solitary
second place behind Calvin. With a 4-1
record, the Dutch will host weak Olivet
Saturday at HCC at 11 a.m.
Then — same place, same time — on
Saturday, Nov. 8: the MIAA meet. In an
identical situation last year, the Dutch
won the MIAA meet to gain a tie for the
overall conference crown with Calvin.
Anyone can bet they are thinking that
again.
Only Holland's Dave Vanderkooy could
keep up with Hope's top five in the early
going as they burned from the gun. In the
end, it was Mark Northuis who flew into
the finish first in 25:30. Steve Underwood
finished nine seconds later; Albion's Mike
Jurasek Just nipped John Victor, who led
the first mile in a swift 4:45, at the tape in
25:51 to Vic's 25:52. But when Larry
Kortering came jn flftfa in 26:05, Hope had
four in before Albion's second man. A

smiling Jim "Fu Man" Shoemaker
wrapped up Hope's scoring with a 26:36,
good for eighth.
Also running strong for the Dutch were
Mike Schmuker (11th — 26:55); Dave
Visscher (12th — 27:00); Rick Webster
(14th — 27:02); Larry Fischer (15th —
27:03); FredKreiger (18th —27:11); Paul
Tannehill (20th — 27:59); Chris Fleming
(22nd — 28:07); Mark Southwell (23rd —
28:10); Martin Schoenmaker (24th —
28:35); Dick Hoekstra (25th - 28:38);
Doug Cushman (26th — 29:17); Kevin
Tavernier (27th — 29:27); Bret Crock
(29th — 30:34); Chris Morrison (30th —
31:13);, and Mike Southwell (31st ~
31:56).
Because the girls' team only had four of
the five runners needed for a team, they
were forced to forfeit to Albion. But if
Hope had had one more woman running
they would have won. Wendy Schoenmaker and Kim Brown ran together the
whole race to tie for first in 20:25. Nancy
Ritchie was eight seconds back in third
and Carol Bringman took seventh in
21:52. The next meet for the Dutchwomen
will be a big one, as they will travel to
Madison, WI for the AIAW Regional Meet
this Saturday .

DISCOURAGED becouse he couldn't find nine
other men willing to begin o synogogue for
Yossorion at Funny Dale. Tommy L. went into
a deep depression. It was at this point that
Tommy developed a split personality (went
bananas?). Worried about the boy, authorities
placed him in a padded room, where he was
heard to be arguing with himself deep into the
night.
WANTED DESPERATELY: a cheap used car
battery for my 1963 Rambler. Needed as soon
as possible. Lisa- ext. 6249.

ELONA, foryou-Psalm 19:14.
M.B.--L.Y.G.-M.R.

TIM A N D
BRIAN ... good luck with
tryouts ... I'm behind you oil the way ... you'll
both do great. Love from Karline.
THIS IS YOUR CHANCE to be a saint. I have
lost, or misplaced, the better half of myseH,
my Ray-Ban sunglasses. They are needed for
two reasons. The first reason Is medkal.
Secondly, i miss them. Please, if you have
them call 392-9030.1 will be in mourning until
then. Best regards; Martin M.R. Til ley.

THANK YOU--Richard Smith. Jon Hondorp.
Lourin B. Cowling, Pat Kruis, Charles M. Bell,
Jennifer Naimo, Ardis Kelsey. Kevin Bailey.
Dave DeWitt, Brendan Bashaw, crews and
staff.-Mrs. B
TOMMYKINS -What is your phone number? I
am a young, innocent woman who would like
to be a recipient of free kisses.--AVD
WANTED- one or two roommates to shore
two-bedroom furnished apt., 1 block north of
campus. Call Diana at 392-6454 or 394-6577.
LA TRAVIATA'-Verdi s beautiful opera about
young lovers is coming to Grand Rapids Nov.
13 and 15. Call geology dept. (ext. 3225) for
information.
COME to the Hope College Chapel Choir and
Symphonette concert in Dimnent Chapel,
Sunday, Nov. 2 at 8 p.m.
RIDE NEEDED to Chicago area (Crystal Lake,
IL) for Thanksgiving Break. Willing to share
expenses and driving. Call Diana at 392-6454
or 394-6577.
CONGRATULATIONS to the new Sib actives.
We knew you could do it; welcome aboard.the "old" actives.

